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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis we are examining intellectua~ intui

tion and mystical experience in the realism of Jacques 

Maritain. We discern two,major degrees or levels of human 

knowing in his realism, one natural and the other suora- * 

natural. Altbough essentially distinct, these two levels 

of human knowing are mutU1l1y compatible.' r-laritain seeks 

to establish a synthesis of the various modes of human knowing, 

and he at~empts to accomplish this through the recognition 

qf wha~ distinguishes them from each o~~er. In fact, Maritain 

argues that without the recognition of what distinguishes 

the various modes of human knowinB from each other, serious 
; 

error can occur. Intellectual intuition here designates' , 

a mode of knowing which is associated with conceptualisation 

and st~ictly confined to the natural level of human knowing, 
I 

~nd mystical experience (as,distinguished from God's dis-

closure of Hims~lf ~o man through communicable revelation)' , 

denotes a mode of knowing which 18 strictly sUfira-natural 

and incommunicable on the natural level of human knowinR:. 

In examining the dlstinatioPQbetween intellectual intuition 

(primarily th~ intellect~al i~tuition of ~eingl which is for 

Mari t'ain the human intellect's highest ach,ievement on the 

natural. level of human knowing) and mystical ·experience, 

as well as their muiual compatibility, we are attempting to , 

com-prehend M.aritain's realism as a unified whole through 
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what must necessarily be distinguis~ed within it-~intellectual 

intuition (especially tpe intellectual intuition of being) 

and mystical experience ~unctioning as polar points in our 

discussion. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Jacques Maritain'was born on November 11, 1882. His 

mother, Genevihve, was the daughter o~ the eminent Jules 

Favre. She di vorced Jacques' father, Paul ~larl tain, after 

having been married to ~im' for only a few years and qpparently 

her liberal Protestantism was th~ dominating feature in 
" 

Jacqves' early environment. Charles A. Fecher, in his 

lengthy study, The Philosophy of Jacques Maritain, questions A 

" the motive behind ,Genevieve's having had Jacques and his 

sieter bapti~ed by a minister in the traditional Protestant 

way.1 And ~~rhaps we should after all agree with William J. 

Nottingha~, who, in his Christian Faith and Secular Action. 

openly challenges what ~e sees as Fecher's narrow view of 

',', liberal I:'rotestantism in the- nineteenth century .• 2 Nevertheless" 

the '.fr~~ ,; atmosphere' in which \the philosophical '~~clination. 
of the young Ja'cques emerged, only nourished questions and 

problems. In such an atmosphere, Ja,cques wJs compelled 1;0 

avoid any certitude which would destroy the enigmas fostered 

by the prevailing mood of "s~nerosity."~ 

l;';e Charles A. Fecher. The PhilOSO;hy of JaC~U~8 
Mari tain (West,minster, 'Maryland: The Newm~n Press, 1 53), 
pp. 13-14. . 

N'ottlnghain, 
to' the tife 
seouri: 
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University studies at the Sorbonne augmented what 

w~s becoming Jacques' disquiet in the face of what we might 

call "lais~ez faire intellectualism," and with his future 

wife (the young JeWeS8, Ralssa O~mansoff) he made a suicide 
~ . 

pact 'in the Jardincdes Plantes. If in a short time they "'ere 

unable to find any meaning for the word truth, both Jacques 

and Ralssa agreed that they would deliberately take their 

own ,lives. However, in abandoning the fruits of skepticism ~ 
I 

and relativism, their situation was not in fact sq very dim. 
. . 

In her. published memOirs, We Have Been Friends Top-ether, 

:Ralssa herself indicates the .hope that w.as behind such a 

~esperate committment: :-

• . . we decided for some time longer to have con
fidence in the unknowni we would extend'credit to 
existence, look upon it as an experiment to be made, 
.in the hope that to our ardent plea, the meaning of 
life would reveal itse~f, that new values weuld stand 
iforth so clearly that they would enlist our total 
alleglance, and deliver us from the nightmare of a 
sinister and useless world.:5 ' , ' 

Happily "for both Jacques and RaIssa (end for the 

world which would have lost the contributions of a great 

philosopher and contemplative), Charles p{guy (one of their . 
I many famous friends at the time) ushered them into the lecture 

I 

hall of Henri Bergson. As RaIssa writes: "It was then that 

G~s pity c~used us to find Henri Bergson. n4 Althou~h 
'i,..J ' 

3Ral~sa Marit~in, We Have. Been Friends Together: 
'Memolrsl trans, by Julie Kernan; nolden Measure BOOKS (New 

York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1942), p. 77---herea!ter 
re'ferred to as Friends.' . 

4l,ill., 'P. 79. 
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Jacques would later ardently reject much of what Bergson had ~ . , 

taught, it was Bergson who inpicated at least the possibility 

of a metaphysical solution to the liberal enigmas wpich 

plagued both Jacques and Ralssa: 

BergsQn assured us • . • t~at we are capa~le of 
truly knowing reality, that through intuition we 
may,)attain to the absolute; and we' interpreted 
this as saying that we could truly, abg~lutely, 
know what is. It mattered little to us whether 
this might come throur,h intuition which transcends 
concepts or ~hrough intelligence which forms them; 
the important, the essential thing was the possible 
result: to attain the absolute. By mean~ of a 
wonderfully penetrating critique Bergson dispelled 
the anti-metaphysical prejudices of pseudo-scieptific 
positivlsm and recalled to the spirit its real 
functions and essential liberty.? 

Shortly after ,their marriage, having ~een strongly .. 
and permanently influenced by the uncompromisin~ pen of 

/ 6 Leon BIoy, Jacques and Raissp. Maritain (along with RaIssa's 
, ;, . 

:. 

'" 
5~., pp. 83-84. 

6 HWe had decided to extend existence credit, in the 
ngDe that it would reveal new ~alues to us, values which 
could give a meaning to life--and here is what life brought 
us '''-JFirst Bergson, and then Leon Bloy. Bergson .who tra.veled 
uncertainly toward a goal still fa~ off, but the light of 
'which had already reached both him and us, and without our 
knowing it, like the ra7s of a star across a desert of 
unimaginable skies; Leon Bloy who for many y~ars had lived 
uni ted to his God ,by an inde~tructible love ,which he knew 
to be eternal in its essence. Life dast him upon our shores 
like a legendary treasure--fmmense and mysterious.," (ibid., 
p. 1-20) . '--;-

The respect of Jacques and Ralssa Maritain for Leon 
Bloy is further indicated by an a~using testimony w~ich Bloy 

~ himsel( offers us) In a letter he wrote to Pierre Te-rmier. 
concerning their baptism: 

. "They were at the uttermost limi t of t~ desert 
and they asked for Baptism! In their i~norance of 
liturgical forms, they thought that I could baptize 



, . 

. ~, 

sister, Veta)' were baptised into the Roman Catholic Church 

on June 11 t 1906. At this time Jacques thought' that he , 

would be compelled to give up philosophy,? but eventually 

both Jacques and RaIssa discovered St. Thomas Aquinas. 

Having become a Thomist, Jacques Maritain susta!nej 

a remarkable loyality to what he perceived as the correct 

interpretRtion of the doctrines of St. Thomas Aquinas; he , 

accomplished this throughout a long and demanding career 

(he died in 1973 at the age of ninety). thdeed, we agree 

wholehea~tedly with Sister Helen J'ames John, when she wri tea 
} 

in her book, The Thomist S~ectrum: 

Although he has on occasion ,been attacked by 
.fellow Thomists as a radical innovator, Maritain has 
in fact kept strictly to the interpret'ation o'f St. 
Thomas which he embraced in the first years of his 
conversIon to Catholicism; his creativity lies in 
his ,untiring application of principles already , 
established ~o ne~areas of thought, thus offering' 
the timeless truths of the 'C~mmon Doctor' tQ the. 
changing needs and interests of our century.8 

For this reason, ''';' ~ill not be anxious O~n010gy in 

them myself, RaIssa not having received this Sacra
ment at all and Jacqu~s having received at best'a 
counterfeit. I had to explain to them--and with what 
rapture!--th~t since they were. not in danger of .death 
and since it was easy to obtain a priest, t.hey must 
receive Baptism as it is conrerreq by the Church and 
not the simple rite administered in extremis by a lay 
person ••. "(ibid., p. 173). " 

7"Jacques remained d~spite everythtng so persu~ded 
by the errors of the 'philosophers,' that he thought that 
in becoming Catholic he would have utterly to forswear the 
intellectual lifel! (ibid., p. 174). 

8H e len James John, S,. N . D., The Thomi,s t Snectrum, The 
Orestes Brownson Series on Contemporary Thought B.~a Arlair,s, 
No.5 (New York: Fordham University Press, 1966), p.'16 . 

. c.. J 
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this thesis. 

We must also agree with Joseph Amato, when in his 

excellent study, Mounier and Varitain, he states simply that 

the mature Maritain " •. • was born out of reaction. ,,9 In 

his liberal environment, Maritain had found two sources of 

strength, rati6nalistic socialism and poetic symbolisM. 10 

Amato points out that these two trends (i,e. socialism and 

symbolism) were in fact unable to be reconciled with each 

other by those of Maritain's contemporaries who, like he, 

were caught up in what the historian, Eugene Weber, has 

called "fin du siecle socialism. ,,11 This was a sporadic, 

and after all an essentially emotional manifestation of 

discontent. It grasped at rationalistic and collective 

R truths, while ~t the same time embracing the instinctual 

and individualistic fnsights of thinkers llk~ Frederich 

Nietzsche, and poets like Charles Pierre Baudelaire. Since 

the turn of the century, many young intellectuals hav~ been 

cau~ht up in a reacti6n against the ~tagnation of ninete&nth 

.century bourgeois liberalism, and two of them have been 

5 

9Joseph Amato, f"lounier and Marit:1in: ,A French Catholic 
QnrlerstRndlng of the Modern World, Studies in the Humanities 
No. 6 Philosophy (Alabama: The University of Alaba~a ~ress, 
1975), p. 30---hereaftar referred to as Mounier and Maritaiu. 

1 Or ndeed, accord i ng to Ra'i ssa, the i mnetu8 0 f the 
former enabled Maritain to resist the temptation ~o despair 
for a longer period than herself (see Ralssa ~Rritain, Friends, 
n. 76). 

11See Amato, Mounier and Marital~, p. 31. 
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Jacques and Ralssa Maritain. 

According to Amato" the reconciliation of rational 

with instinctual, and communal with individualistic verities, 

within Maritain himself, would mean for hi~ the solution to 

the crisis of our age: 

Within him there inhabited two conflicting'visions, 
poetries, of the world: a socialism based on a 
rationalistic and collective optimism about man's 
future, and a symbolism which pr'oposed that man was 
alone and without ultimate purpose. If Maritain, 
thus, were to find himself, it meant not only a 
resolution of his crisis as a young man but also an 
interior resolution of the cultural crisis of his 
times which in good measure had become part of him-
self.12 > 

Indeed, Maritain felt that he had found the'solution 

in Thomi-sm, which was for him the synthesis of every rational 

and instinctual truth, of faith and reason, and even of 

orthodoxy and rebellion. 13 For Maritain ~his Thomistic 

12Ibid •. , ,p. 33. 

13"For Mari tain, Thomism was the "philosophy of 
philosophies.' Maritain considered it as the crowning 
philosophy gf man and nature, and the most perfect rihilo
sophical expr€s91on of the unity that exists between faith 
and reason. Maritain proposed Thomism to believer and non
believer alike as equally bein~ the perennial philosODh~ df 
man, the critical philosophy of human knowledge, and the 
highest intellectual synthesis so far achieved between clas
sical thought ,and Christian faith. For. Maritain, Thomism 
offered essential truths about man's nature and human know
ledp;e, while preparing man'·s spiri t for those sacred "truths 
of his creation and redemption. To teach,Thomlsm, for 

. Marl tain, was to speak of what was most eternpl wi thin man IS 

meaning and destiny. 
Maritain'6 Thomism also.had political and temporal 

dimensions; in fact, Thomism shaped Mari tain IS philos,ophy 

6 

for his times. ~esernbling, in fact substantially antiCipating 
l\10uni~r' 8 Personalism, Thomism w'as the center of, Mari t"lin' s 
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synthesis rests upon the compatibility of what we will in 

this thesis refer to as two gre-at levels of human knowin~, 

one natural and the other supra-natural. The natur~l level 
... ~,'t 

of human 'Knowing Simpl~rs to all that man 1s capable of 

achievin~ without the~gra6e of God, and t~e supra-natural 

level of hUman knowi~efers to everything man is able to 

attain precisely because of God's grace. We feel that th~s 

major distinction is in strict conformity with what Maritain 

14 himsplf suggests. ; 
world view. From the perspective of Thomis~, Maritain 
attempted to survey the make-up and the origins of the modern 
world. As a Thomist, Maritain believed himself able to 
s~eak of what was mds~ permanent and worthwhile in man, as 
well as what was most transitory and aberrant in the world 
of contemporary man. Serving Maritain as it served the 
Vatican in the- second l1alf of the nineteenth century, Thomism 
provided him with a measure of theological orthodoxy as -well 
as a counter-world view" (ibid., p. 59). . 

I -
1411There is a spiritual, metaphysical order beyond 

sensible nature wherein dwells not only the metaphysician, 
but the Doet as well-, and it is above all the mechanism and 
all the laws of the world of bodies. To this order belongs 
what is in the most hidden recesses of personality, namely, 
moral and free activity, and, more generally, voluntary 
activity, inasmuch as a spirit thereby envelo~~ itself. As 
such, a spirit is no part of this universe (and that is why 
the angels do not naturally know the secrets of the heart); 
it emerges above the whole created universe (both Aensible 
and sUDrasensible), taken precisely as an art~factum, that 
is, as a work of art. But this wbrld of spirits and·liberty, 
far.from enclosing within itself any formal participation in 
Deity, is of itself the- very peak of nature understood in 
the quite general sense of that which has its own proper 
consistence insofar as it is other than God, yet it remains 
itself a merely natural'world as long as it is not elevated 
~ratuitously. There is still ap infinite distance between 
that order and the· order of grace which is not 0111y above 
sensible nature, but above all created and breatable nature 
and any merely natural exercise of·liberty. Charity is 

h 
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Our concern in this thesis will be to discern both 

'th~ meaning and imuortance of intellectual intuition and 

mystical experience in the realism of Jacques Maritain, for 
• 

8 

we feel that these two notions of his are crucial in attempting 

to understand how Maritain finds the natural level of human 

knowing to be compatible with the supra-natural level. In 

other words, we feel that intellectual intuition and mystical 

expe~ence are the keys which will enable us to unlock the 

Thomistic synth~sis as it is interpreted by Maritain. Qur 

ultimate goal will be to understand that synthesis, i.e. 

to understand the bon~ between the natural and supra-natural 

levels of hUman knowing in Maritain's realism. 

// We have explained that Maritain's thought ~rew out 

oJia reaction against nine~~enth century bourgeois liberalism. 

Maritain has always been preoccupied with a concern for 

relevancy in a troubled age, and, in his writings he often 

expounds w~at he sees as true while dismantbing'what he 

perceives as false. He has always been determined to avoid 

infinitely higher in relation to th~ hiehest created spirit 
than the latter is in relation to body. An'act of faith or 
of love of a Ii ttle child goes Infinitely farther and is ' 
something incomparably more prec~oust mbre full-of~vigour and 
more effective than the most brilliant natural act of the 
highest of the ,angels. Pascal's famous' phra~e about th~ 
~hree orders expresses an elementarY truth of Christianity. 
Bonum _ratiae uhius ma"us est uam bonum naturae totius' 

. universi Maritain, istin uish to nite or the e rees of 
Knowledge, trans. under the supervision 0 erald • e an 
(Ne'trJ York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1959), p. 't256---h'ereafter . 
referred to as Degrees). 

, 
! 
I 
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dangers which, according to him, many of. his contemporaries 

have in fact failed to avoid. We are simply stating that, ~ 

due to the way in which he expresses himself, Maritain's 
\:1 

position is best understoo~ when juxtaposed with the positions 

he himself is critical of. For this reason, throughout this 
'I • 

thesis we will indicate Maritain's criticism of 6ther philo-

soohical positions, without necessarily professing alleg ance 
, 

to that criticism or claiming to be an expert on the 

criticised. 

In the first chapter of this thesis, we will be con

c,erned wi th what Mari tain is trYin~to avoid ,philosophically, 

although in this chapter. we will be primarily concerned with 

explaining Maritain's notion of intellectual intuition . , ' 

(especially the intellectual intuition of being, which we 

hone to exhibit as the highest achie~ent of intell'ectual 

intuition, and the most important inttr.?tion of this type 

wi thin th'e context of this thesis). The second chapter will 

concern ~s with the analogical apprehension of God, w~ich is' 
. ' 

for Maritain the highest ?chievement on'the natural level of 

human knowing (although he does reserve ,a ,place for natural 
'. • r 

mystical ,experience). In the third cha~ter we will attemnt 
, . 

to expYain Maritain's understanding of mystical experience. 

And in the fourth chapter we will co~ern ourselves with 
t* 

the compatibility betw.een metaph.yslcs and mysticism, and 

in a broader context with the compatibility between the 

natur~l and supra-natural levels of human "knowing, in Marit~in's 

.... 

\ 
~ 
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realism. In this way we hope to show in this chapter what 

Maritain is trying to accomplish through his criticism. 

Finally, having already dealt w~th.the meaning of intellectua~ 

intuition 'in the first chapter,t and of mystical experience in 

the third, in conclusion we will state what we conside'r to 

.be the irnuortance of these two ~otio~s in the realism of 

Jacques Maritain. In the conclusion we will also indicate 
, 

~hat we perceive as problematic in Maritain ' s thought. 

( 
., I 
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CHAPTER I 

INTUITION AND INTELLIGENCE 

In this chapter an attempt will be made to explica~e' 

the ~econciliation of intuit~on with intelligence which 
'" t' occurs in the realism of Jacques Maritain. The distinctive 

feature of intuition has bee~ defined succinctly by Marltain 

'in his very first book, Bergsonian Phil,Osonhy and Thomism, 

as " ••. an imm~diate !n0wl~dge or perception, a direct 

knowledge qr perception, in which the act of knowing termin~ 
ates upon the thing ,known without any intermediary, without 

J 

the inter~osition of a middle term, . .- . On the other 

hand, th~ distinctive feature of the human intelligence 

(the intelligence with which we are here concerned) is ~he 

nrocess of intellectual abstraction, whi~h culminat~s in 

the formation of the concept through which, man attains know

ledge. As it is Maritain's understan~ing o~ intuition which 
0. i 

has been presented here, so it is ~!s understa~ding of intel-

ligence which has b"~en descr'ibed. And in spi te of the apparent 

disparity between intuitidn and intelligence so conc~ived, . 

it is (as we shall see) precisely because of hiB explanation 

1Mari tain, BeTgsonian Philosophy and Thomism, tran·s. 
by Mabelle L. Andison and J. dordon Andison (New York: 
Greenwood Press, 19?8), p. 149. 

11 
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of ~concept, that Maritain is able to argue for the 

reconciliation of intuition with intelligehce in the par

ticular intuition he calls intel~ectual. 

In criticising what he terms the irrationalism of 

Bergson,2 Maritain argues that there is an authentic intel-

12 

lectual intuition, a truly human intuition, occurrin~ within 

the cont'ext of intellectual abstraction and not rising , 

above it. According to Maritain, Bergson failed to'distin

~uish between the proper operation of the intellect and the 

r~tionalist creation of~an artificial terminology and tech- 0' 

nique, and f6r this reason Bergson failed to arrive at a 

proper understandin~ of the concept: 

• . . the concept was made the normal vehicle of 
rationalLsm, --the.rein lies the' cFucial error;. the 
affir~ation of the ontological value of the intelli
gence and of its statements was'con.fused with the 
helplessness of a sterile in5ellect ea~er to submit 
all things to its own level. . ' 

Indeed, Marituin himself strongly condemns artificial 

technique. lIt is a plague which threatens the scholastic. 

However, Maritain argues that it is accidental to the intel

lect. In f,act, 1 t is his posi tion that the intellect alone -') 

can save us from the sh~llowne~s of mere technic~l ~erbosity: 

It is 
"" , 

es~ential life of the 

2see f Redeeminp- the Time, trans. by Harr,I. 
Lorin Binsse '( London: eo ffrey Bles: The Centenary Prees, 
1946), pp. 57-6{; Be sonian Philosoph and Thomism, 
pp. 11-60. 

n Philoso hand Thomism, p, 17. 



intellect is, in us, constantly threatened. The 
very machinery it creates for itself runs more 
risk"of dulling it the more it develops, and ~f 
intellect above all must it be said, according to 
a characteristically Bergsonian formula, that Ilfe 
must always defend itself against the mechanisms 
it has itself set up: separated from intellection, 
the whole apparatus of conc~pts (but then 'they are 
no long~r concepts, they are words, and extinct 
words) is no more ,than ~material ~echanism, so 
many dry bones. It is the old conflict between 
technique and inspiration. That is how the scho
lastics perish. We may denounce this evil as much 
as we like! Intellection alone can recover from' 
it; it remains accidental to intellect.4 . 

, , 

For Maritain, conceptualisation accompanies intel-

13 

\ --------
lectual intui tion: " .•. there is no intellectual intui tioh 

without 

that the 

concepts andconcept~alisat~on.,,5 
Berg'sJni,an intui tion of duration 

Mar'i taln argues 

is an attempt to 

engender an immediate encounter with Deing, by plunging into 

the 'concrete perceptiveness of s~nsual experience. 6 Although 

~aritain clearly acknowledges the indispensable value of 

sensual experience, nothing could be furt~er from his own 

oosition than the view 'that there Is an immediate encounter 

with being on the empirica~ le~el. 

The intellectual intuition of being, which is for 
. . 

Marit~in the foundation of metaphYSics, lends itself to 

concep'tualisation, and preCisely because of this it is able 

to bear abundant fruit. AccordinB to Maritain, intellectual 

4nlQ..,. p. 34. 

5Maritain, Redeeming the Time, p. 51. 

6See Ma+itain, Bergsonian Philosophy and Thomlsm, 
DO. 26-30; 



abstraction presents us with a far more profound disclosure 
~ 

14 

of being than sensual ~xperience ca~ afford. HQwever, it is • , 
not Maritain's position that being is disclosed to ~lan only 

in the intellectual intuition which is the foundation of 
~ 

m~taohysics. Although the knowledge of being is thematized 

in ~etaphysics alone, for Maritain being is present to the 

intellect in disciplines other than metaphysics. In fact, 
~ 

it is Maritain's position that being ,is directly attained 

in every act of knowing. 

In order to explicate properly the reconciliation of 

intuition with intelligence which oqcurs in Maritain's 

realism (and it will be shown that the acme of this recon

ciliation occurs in the intellectual intuition of being and 

metaohysical conceptualisation), we feel tRat it is necessary 

to deal first wit~ the prelim~nary disclosures of being, 

i.e. with the presentation of being to the intellect outside 

metaphysics. Only then will we be in a position to deal 

comprehensively with intellectual intuition and metaphys(cal 

conceptu~lisation, which will.be attempted next. "Finally, 

in the last section of this chapter, an attempt will be 

made to dete(;ine more exactly the metaPhY8~cal fanger which 

~aritain is trying to avoid. ~ 

I 

\ 



. " 
l .. 

1. The Formal Object of the Intellect 
in Its Preliminary ~isclosures 

Being, according to Maritain, is the formal object 

of the intellect, and therefore he argues that in every act 

of knowing the intellect directly attains it.? However, 

15 

this does not mean that in its first movement or primal 

actlvi ty the .intellect attains that intui tion' of being which 

lends itself to conceptdalisation in metaDhysics. On this 

noint Maritain is quite clear. 8 In order to ~void possible 

7The formal object is that which differentiates the 
narticular power reaching to it. It is distinguished from the 
material object, which is the stuff with which a power may 
be occupied: , ' 

"AI tho,ugh it may happen that the material 
object of philosophy and science are the.same--for 
example, the world of bodies--neverthe}ess, th~ for
mal object is essentially different in each case; 
and it is this that determines the specific nature 
of intellectual disciplines" (i1aritaih, Degrees, p. 46). 

In maintaing that .being is the formal object of 
the intellect itself, Maritain is arguing that being enables 
the intellect to become active in its own Droper life: it 
ie that through which the intellect attains everythin~ else, 
and therefore it cuts across all the other formal objects 
of the various disciplines. Being is the very first' object 
that the intellect 1n itself attains (see Maritain,-A Preface 
to Metanhysics: S~ven Lectures on Being (~ondon: Sheed & 
Ward, 1945), pp. 17-2?---hereafter referred to as Preface; 
and An Introduction ~o Philoso h t trans. by E. I. watkin 
(New York:Sheed & Ward. 1~47 , pp. 185-188). ~ 

. 8"In the first place the Thomists, and in oarticular 
Cajetan, enquire what is the object ~irst attained by the. 
human intellect, an object therefore which every man attains 
the instant he begins to think as a rational being, an object 
oresented from the outset to the human mind. They ans~er with 
Cajetan: it is b~in~ as enveloped or embodied in the sen
sible quiddity, being 'clothed' in the diverse natures"appre
hended by the senses, ens concretu~ uiddi ati sensibili [siC] 
. . . . 

The object of to an 
r 

I 
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confusion and misunderstanding later in this thesis, it 1s 

necessary to distinguish the various ways in which, according 

to Maritain, we can come to apprehend being without having . '\. 

that intuition of being essentia] for metaphysics. 

Maritain discusses epistemology as a branch of meta-

nhysics, in the sense that it does not for him precede 

ontology as a conditio~ for it, but rather grows in and with 

ontology, our knowledge of being and the .critiQue of that 

knowledge supporting each other in a reciorocal relationshiu. 9 

In fact, it is our knowledge of being whi.ch is by nature urior . 

In The Degrees of Knowledge Maritain exnresses in a succinct 

di ctum, his reason for so categori zing eui stemology: "Know-_ 

ledge c~~es before reflection just as nature precedes know-

ledp;e. ,,10 A ccording to Marl tain, bei ng is simuly the· ines capable, 

primary datum of the intellect. The nature of the intellect 

itself makes this inevitable. Prior to any act of reflection, 

altogether different level, ~n entirely different phase 
in the process of human int~llection--is, according to fRe 
Thomists, being as such, ens in quantum enY, beinp; not.clothed 
or embodied in the sensible quiddity, the essence or nature 
of sensible things, but o~ t~e contrary abstractu~, bein~ 
disengaged and isolated, arleast ~o far as being can be 
taken in abstraction fro~ more particularized objects. It 
is being dis~ngaged and isolated ~rom the sensible quiddity, 
being viewed as such and set apart in its pure intelll~ible 
values" (Marltain, Preface, pp. 18-19). 

91his expression of the r~ciprocal bond between 
epistemology and ontology cQmes from Etienne Gilson, whom 
Maritain quotes in Degrees, p. 80. For Marltain's under
standing of epistemology see the same work, pp. 79-80; and 
An Introduction to Philosonhy, p,. 118-188 • 

. 10Maritain, Degrees, p. 83. 

J 
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the intellect, already knows being,\ al though at first this 

knowledge is (as we shall see) Onl~implicit and not yet 
. \ ' 

sufficiently purlfied for adequate metaphysical explication. 

For Maritain, although not necessarily first in chronolo~ical 

order, the knowledge of bein~ is the fl'rst act of the intellect 

in the order of nature, and therefore he argues that reflec-. , 
tion Yield~~e principle of identity as the starti~g point . 

for epistemology, and not the cogito as Descartes would have 

it: ": .• in attempting to formulat~, on reflection, the 

experience that serves as a starting point for critique, one 

would have to say: I am aware of knowing--I am aware of 

knowinp; at least one thing, that what is, is; not: I think.,,11 

In the very first act of kn~hn~, the intellect 
, 

directly attains being. However, in its primal activity 

being is not all that the intellect attains, and herein li~s 

the reason for the original obscuring of the knowledge of 

being. We see that in Maritain's suggested replacem~nt for 

Descartes' famous starting point in epistemology there 1s 

something other than the being gua being which is properly 

11i1aritain, Degrees, p. 76. < 

Cdrresponding to the knowledge of being, which is the 
first act of the intellect in 'the order of nature, the prin-

, 

ciple of ideptity is the first evidence for the intellect in ~ 
the order of nature, as Maritajn writes in -the same work: 

"-Inasmuch as the intellect primarily bears neither on 
itself, nor on the ~, but on being, then the very 
firAt evidence (I mean first in the order of nature, 
I a~ not talking about the chronological order, in 
whfch, what is first in itaelf is often only imDlicit), 
the evidence that is first in itself for the intellect, 
is that of the pri:,ciple 0 f identity 'discoveTed' in 
the intellectual apprehension of being or the real (p. 77). 



" investigated in metaphysics. 

r 

It includes ~at 
...., 

thing which 

is presented here under the defining designation what~ The 

principle of identity maintains that what is, is; aI~j what 

is, argues Maritain, approach~s the intellect for the first 

time through the organs of sense. It is in conjunction with 

the body that the intellect first attains being. This is 

what Maritain considers to be the stance of the orthodox 

Thomist, and he attributes the explication of this insi~ht 

18 

to the great sixteenth century Thomist, Cajetan, in particular. 1~ 

The operation o~ the mind begins with sensual experience. , 
'r. .. ~ I 

This is no~. to suggest that the intelTect does not have a 

proner operation of its own, distinct from sensual experience, 

'but rather that the initial stimulation of the intellect 

comes from sensual experience, and that th~ intellect termin-

ates in the object first encountered through the organs of 

sense. 

t40dern idealism, argues Hari tain, began wi th Descartes, 

and its fundamental blunder .has been the separation of object. 

and thing:' 

Descartes clearly saw that the known .object is ~nown 
within thought; his capital error was to ·have separ
ated.the 0bject from the thing, believing as he did 
that the object is in thought, not as an intelligible 
ent~ty'rendered present to the mind throu~h an im
'material form--and with .which the mind is inten
tionally identified~-but as.an imprint st~mped on wax. 
Henceforth, the intentional function disaupertrs; the. 
known object ~eqomes something of thought, an imprint 

12See Haritain, Preface, 
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or portrait born within it;, understanding stops at 
the idea (looked upon a:s instrumental sign). This 
idea-portrait, this idea-thing, has as its double 
a thing to which it bears a resemblance but which 
is itself not attained by the act of understand1~g; 
They are two separate quod's, and the divine veracity 
is needed to assure us that behind the idea-quod 
(which we attain), there is a th~ng-guod corresponding 
to it. Of itself thought attains nothing but it- . 
self. 13 

For Maritain, the object enables the intellect to 

19 

attain the thing. The reason for this is that the intellect' 

always intends the existence of a particular thing. In other 

words, the intellect affirms being through judgment, declaring 

the anprehension of, being where being alorie can reside, in a 

subject exercising it. In judgment, tlie intellect joins two 

otherwise separate notions. When we say that· Paul is lean or 

Peter stout, we are in either case ,bringing to~ether two 

distinct notions, and we are able to accomplish this sif1ely 

because we apprehend the extra-mental existence, whether ~ 

actual or possible, of a substantial existcnt--Paul who is 

lean or Peter who is stout. 14 In thi's way, the judgment 
~ ~ - . 

indicates that our objects of thou~ht point to the existence, 

13Maritain, Degrees, p. 128. 
In fact,. al though clearly acknowledging its intel

lectual might and value, Mari tain argues that '!lodern i9.~alisti c 
speculation is not even true philosophy, but rather "ideosophy" 
(see Maritain, The Peasant of the Garonne: An Old Layman 
uestions Himselfoabout the Present Time, trans. by Michael 
uddihy and Elizabeth ~ughes London: eOffrey Chanman, 

1968), pp. 98.102-.-hereafter referred to as Peae~nt) • 
. " 

14For M~itaints views on judgment 'see his Existence 
and the Exist8n~, tra~B. by Lewis Galantiere and Gerald B. 
Phelan; Image Gooke (Gar~en City, New York: Doubleday, 1957), 
pp. 25-28; and espe~ially Degrees, pp. 96-99. 



whether actual or possible, of a particular thing: 

If it is not admitted that our objects of thought 
are aspects (or 'inspects') of actual or possible 
things; if it is not admitted th~t each of them 
contains, if I may say so, an ontological or meta
logical charge, then the proper function of judgment 

20 

becomes unintelligible. 15 " 

It i\~aritaints position that the ~~tual ex~ent comes first, 

manifestlng itself to man through the organs ,of sense. and 

prec~sely'as object. 

Maritain criticises Descartes for having introdu~ed 

the uassivity of th~ intellect, and praises Kant for having 
. 

established once again the active nature of the intell~ct. 

However, according to fvlari tain, k.an't also was guilty of separ-

atin~ object and thing, ~ailing like Descartes to anpreciate 

the intentional nature of the intellect.1~ Maritai~ finds 

himself in disagreement with ~otp.Descartes and ~ant. It is 

his posi tion, that beginning .wi th sensual experience, the 

actual thing itself becomes present in us in an intentionbJ 

way". 

A ccording to ~lari tain, the ob"j ect exis ts in the mind 

of man as well as in the actua~ thing itself. The thing 

becomes present in us in an intentional way, and,th~, process 

through which this occurs is discussed by Maritain on sensual 

and ~ntellectual'levels. On each level he ~pnrehends a 

• 1 5 
Degrees, p. 97. 

163ee ibid., p. 129. 
o 
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unitive impression followed by an intentional expression. 

On the sensual level, there is the formation of a species 

impressa through the or~ans ~~~e, and from this i~pression 
a snecies exnressa of irnaglnation is formed. The species 

expressa 0f imagination is what is left over from the ori~inal 
'I, 

impression .. It is the sensual expression which is th~ phan

tasm of. imagination and memory. Then, oll the' intellectual 

level, thr.gugh the 'effort of the acti.ve or agent intellect 

(intellectu8 agens), comes the debut of the thing as object 
.., 

in the uniquely human process of i~te~lectual abstraction. 

There results, abstracted from the sensible phantasm, ,the 

immat~rial snecies impressa of the intellect. Finally, the 

snecies expressa of the intellect (i.e. the. inner word br 
. . 

concept by which we come to know the thing) is formed from 

this immaterial impression. This is Maritain's understanding 
17 . . 

of intellectual abstraqtion., a-process which enables the 

intellact to become the extra-mental thing intentionally, 

the intellect being informed by the external thing. 18 

r . 

Th~ object in itself is for Maritain a neutrality 

which is to be 'found in both the abstract universal and the 
. .' 

concrete particular. As th~ outcome of intellectual abstrac~ion, 

the conce'pt is in itself universal, al though always relatinlS' 

back to the particular. The actual existent, on the other 

17See ibid., pp., 116-117, and the diagram on p. 119. 
---=-

1~See l£i£., pp. 84-90. 
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hand, is in itself particular. It is concrete singularity, 
, 

and Maritain refers to it as t,he transobjective subject--

••. riot, certainly, because ~t is hidden behind 
the object but, on the contrary, because it,is it
self grasped as object and yet constitutes something 
irreducible in which the Eossibility of grasping 
new objects alw~ys remains open (for it can give , 
rise to an endless series of necessary or contin-
g en t t ru t h s) • 1 9 

22 

Now the object in itself is neither exclusively universal~ ~ 

nor excl~si~ely particular: 

It is essential to the concept to be abstract and 
universal. It is.... ~ential to th~ extramenta'l thing 
to be singular and concrete. The object, on the 
contrary, existing as it does in the thing with an 
existence of nature (singula,r and concrete, ahd ' 
proper to the thing), and also existi'ng in t~e 
conc~Dt with intentional existence 0abstract and 
universal, and proper to the concept), is in'itself 
indifferent to one state or the other. 20 

According to Maritain,' the object is in one sense 

identi cal with the thing, and in another sense ide,ntica1 

with the concept. The object is ident~cal with the thing, 

because it exists in the thing with the very existence of 

nature itself. It is identical with the concept, for the 

concept's sole function is to make the thing known. The 

concent daes not exist as a thing in its own right. It is 

for Marltain a pure or formal sign, in itself transoarent 

19Ibt~., Dp. 93~94. For a discussion of'trRns
'objec'tive being' see Joseph J. Sikora, S.,J'., The Christian'" 
Intellect ~md the r-1 ster of Bei nR:' R.eflections of a Marl tain 
ho~ist he Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 19 ,pp. 1~1-114, 

and 117-~21-~-hereafter referred tO,as Christian Intellect. 

20Maritain~ Degrees, p~ 123. 
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and revealing the thing as object: 

" As a matter of fact, it i8 the very relation of 
'sign which, in order to possess the nuri ty and 
effectiveness demanded in this incomoarable uni
verse, the universe of knowing, requires the rela
tion of 'identity' (in res~ect to the intelligible 
consti tuent). " I t is beca:use an instrumental 'silSn _ 
is not a ~ure sign, because its ~rimary and essential 
function is not to make known, that we refuse to ' 
look UDon the ,concept as a simple instrumental sign. 
For the instrumental sign is itself first and fore
most a thing, and only secondarily does it function as 
a si~n; it is known first as object and only after 
that does it 'make known.' Th~ conbept must be a 
formal sign, i. e., precisely as' sneciE:!s it must be 
nothing but sign; it is a pure f'makef-khown. f It 
therefore must consist in being a, ~ure representer or 
vicar of the object, possessing no trait of nature, 
no quidditative note, that is not a note and trait 
of t~e object. There is the relation of 'identity' 

23 

'demane:ie'd by the relation of sign itself. We have 21 
never affirmed anything but that sort of identity, ••• 

Unlike Descartes, who according to Maritain'interpreted the 

concept as an instrumental sign, Maritain compr~hends the 

concept as a formal sign, i.e. as. a vital link with extra-

mental being. 

Mari tain, fO,ll'owing the scholastic tradi t'ion, dis

ti,nguishes three degree~ of abstraction,22 and, wi thin these 

three degrees various disclosures of bei?g can be discerned~ 

First, we encounter )the realm called physica, which gleans 

f~om the in~ividua} matter of parti~u~ar bodies a knowledge 

of sensible nature. In physica itself,'Ma~ttain recognises 

21lQi£., p. 388. 

22See ibid., pp. 35-46; and Philosonhy of Nature, 
trans. by 'Imelda C. Byrne (New York: Philosophical Library, 
1951), pp. 111-114. 
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two classes of knowlepge: 

~ 

••• we can distinguish, within this Physica, two 
classes of science as opposite extremes: sciences 
of observatio"n (sc~ences which are above all induc-
tive and ~hich we may call empirical sciences of . 
sensible nature), and a pro~erly explanatory 
science of corporeal being {the philosop~y of sensible 
natu~e).23 , 

.. 
Second, we confront 'the realm of mathematica. Although 

24 

" 

he discusses mathematica as a degree, and in this sense the 

realm of ~athematica is depicted as an advance over the first 

degree of abstraction, Marit~~n ~evertheless considers 

mathematica,to be a unique plane of conceptualisation. 

Differing from the other two degree~ of abstraction, b~th 

of 'whic~ are speciflcally concerned with beings having 

existence (whether aqtual or pOBsi bie) 'outside the mind" 

mathemati,ca is specifi ca:'ly concerned wi ~h quantity, it 

deals with common matter and bears upon a being of ~eason 

(ens ra,tiol'}is) :~4 The third degree of abstraction is ~-

physica. Accordfng to Maritain, metanhysica is an advance 

over both 'physica and' mathematica, although ,1).e argues that . . 
there is a spe,cial hierarchical affinity between oh;zsica 

and metanhysica, because they, unlike mathemat~ca, deal 
, . 

with extra-mental being~ 

• • • empirical science, ph"ilosophy 'of nature and 
metaphysics are along the s'arne hierarchical line. 
Although specifically different, the light of th~ 

23.M·aritain, Degrees, pp. 31-38. 

24See ibid., pp •. 35-36, and 38-;-4,0. 
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first degree of abstraction is, as it were, a 
participation in that of the third degree. It is . 
lower and divided light, but still capable, in 
the case of, the philosophy of nature, of Dene
trating inside things, but in the case of emnirl
cal science, halted on the su,rface and at signs. 25 

Only in the third degree of abstraction is being' qua being 

attained, and the knowledge of that existence which can exist 

without sensible matter. 26 
" ., 

Maritain argues that all three degrees of abstraction 

disc10se being. He insists that being is the ,formal object 

of the intellect, and therefore that the intelle~t attains 

being ~irectly again. and .ag~n, in every act of knowing. 

It is also his D0sit10n t however, that prior to the intel

lectual intuition of befhg and the conceptualisation of . . , 

being ~n metaphysics, knowledge of the formal object of the 

intellect is never thematized--the only discipline which 

J 
25, ' lhl., 'PP.' 40-41. 

26'For even the .e'ns ratl,pnis of :nathematica cannot 
exist ~ithout sensible matteri ' 

". . . the mind can consider obje6ts abstracted. from t 

purified of, matter insofar as matter is the general 
oasis for the active and passive sensible properties 
of bodies. In this case, it considers nothing ~ore 
than a cert~in property which it isolates within 
bodiea--a ~roperty that remains when everything 
sensible ~s left aside-~quantity, nu~ber or the 
extended taken in itself. This is an object of 
thought w~ich cannot exist without sensible'matter, 
but which can be conceived without it~ For, nothing 
sensible or experimental enters into the definition 

G of) the elli use or of square root. Thi s is .the 
'\...gteat field' of Mathematica, knowledge of Quantity as 

such according to the relations of order and measure 
Droper to it--the second degree of abstraction" 
(ibid., pp. 35-36). ~ 
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26, -

attains being as its proper object is metaphysics. Maritain 

argues that a special place must be reserved for the philqsophy 

of nature', th~ proper object of which is transcendEmtal beinp; 

as, found in the corpor,eal world t although the philosophy of 

nature is limited, in that its p'roper object is mutable 

being {ens mobile).27 

According to Maritain, the confusion of the disclosure 

of the formal object of the intellect in any other discipline 
, , 

with its more purified disclos~re in the ~hilosophy of nature 

or'the science of metaphysi cs t ,is a great source of error. 

'vIe may, for example, get' tL'apped in the realm of mathematica, 

" •. and the danger is that before arriving at ontology . , 

properly so-called, (philosophical ontology) the mind may 

stop at this pseudo-ontology built of beings of reason an0 

consti tuting a closed un! verse. ~,28 Mari tain argues that 

27,.. for the philQsophy of nature, the accent 
must be on en~ in the expression ens sensibile. As a sCienci 
of -explanation, it discovers the nature of its object and the 
reasons for its being. And, since it is-true that the n~ture 
of substances belo~ man is not clearly accessible to us in 

'ita specific diveisity, it must be said that th~ proper ob
ject of the philosophy of nature does not extend to that 
s~ecific diversity of bodies, nor to the whole multitude of 
their, phenomena, and is constituted only'by transcendental 
being as determined and particularized in the corporeal, 
mobile and sensible world. We thereby not~ two thinp;s: 
First, that ~he philosophy bf na~ure is in a'certain contin
uity with metaphysics, in spite of the essential difference 
separating them, and that, on this score', it is ·above mathe- ~ 
maties. Second, we note that philosoph'y does indeed Drovid.e 
a deductive science of corporeal beinp" b~t that it is in-
cauable of providing a deductive science of the Dhenomena 
~f n~ture" (ibid., p. 38~. , 

Alsosee Maritain, Preface" I?P. 28-29. 

28Mari tain, ,Phil'osODhy of Nature, p.·1 07. 
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this was the error of Descartes, who confused the realm of 

mathematica with the philosophy of sensible nature in the 
, 29 

realm of Dhysica. Or we may, like Hegel, confuse the 

being of logic (which like the realm of mathematica has a 

being of reason for its proper object) with the transcendental 
, 30 

being of metaphysics. 

" 
.' 

Another disclosure of ,being ou~side metaphysics 

occurs in common sense (i.e. the everyday form of knowledge 
. . 31 

of the average man). Before we can aiscuss this ~reliminary 

'disclosure of being, it· is necessary to note another dis-

tinction. 

29See ~ .. , pp. 41-44., 

30See Naritairi, Preface, pp. 33-37. 
. {;~ . 

31It is unlikely that a better definition of common 
sense, in strict accord with 'the way in which Maritain himself 
uses the term, could be formulated than this one offered by 
Father Sikora: . 

"By common sense knowledge we mean the, spon-. 
taneous, unreflective judgment of tge undisciplin~d 
intellect in the presence. of the re-'al. Such know
lediSe is about reali ty, but it ha,s" certain imperfec
tions. We see things in·a kind of global ~ay; we 
cannot give reasons for what we 'know to ee true; 
when argumentation is directed against 'our no.si tions 
we. tend to ·become confused; this knowledge 'is most 
obscured by the· fluctuations of our emotional 
states; if a mistake is made, it can remain undetected, 
since this knowledge is unrefiective, uncritical~ 
common sense remains an unorganized mass of truths; 
unfounded beliefs, mere opinions, prejudices • 

. There is truth attained, but it remains to be ex
tracted from this mixture of truth arid non-truth 
by cri tical refl'ection. J;1ere'is our most. imperfect 
knowled~e" (Sikora, Christian Intellect, 'P. 65). 

\ 
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r-taritain, following Cajetan, distinguishes between 

abstractio totalis and abstractio fbrmalis. 32 We have,been 

discussing'abstractio formalise It is the abstraction' 
b 

operative in the various sciences. Now each science is 

concerned with a particular domain of reality. Nevertheless, 

every science, to the extent that it employs abstraction, is 

concerned with rendering the objeet intelligible and'there

fore immate~ial. And, what is most significant, by doing so 

science discovers the ~ with w~ich it is dealing. In 

other words, abstractio formalis is concerned'with lifting 

the form from its matter in order to discern the specific 

type of object with which a particular discipline is occupied. 

0n the other hand, abstractio totalis, although nresupnosed 

and used by the sciences, is a~so pre-scient~fic. Unlike 

ab~tractio formalis, it is nQt concerned' with e~tr~cting a 

tyne, but rather moves from the basic recognition of simil

arity amongst parts to the recognition of the universal 

whole~33 Whereas abstractio formalis is the concern of the 

, 32See Maritain, Philosophy of Nature, pp. 15-24. 

'33"1 ~se' the sa,me worqs but the ac't of thinking I ' 
perform is different in the one case and the other •. In the 
first case, the case of abstractio totalis or extensive 

. visualization, I simply abs~ract the universal whole from , 
the parts. I could just as well 'say', instea(,i o-f rational 
animal, 'featherless biped' or 'monkey-metaphysician.' If 
} disengage the e~sence exactly so much the better for me, 
but it is not precisely the essence as such that I would 
attain to in this sort of ~bstraction; I am, simnly trying 
to reunite the common traits, to· set up a simple notional 
framework common.to such and such individuals, Peter, Paul 
or John. In the second case od the contrary. (abstractio 
formalis or typological visualization), when I say 'rational 

? 
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various disciplines, abstractio totalis is the abstraction 

operati ve. in common sense. 

29 

According to Maritain, it is the notion of being 

attained by common sense (even though common sense in itself 
", 

is man's most i~perrect mode of knowing) which 1s the closest 

to the knowledge of being attained in metaphysics. Arrived 

at by, abstractio totalis" the notion of being, attained by 
, 

common sense is clearly vague and in itself insufficient: 

••• we perceive the notion of b~ing to be the 
most extensive, the widest of all notions. But we 
have not yet di,sengaged the properties of being as 
the pr+mordial source and focus of intelligible 
mystery and have not yet seen its distinctive 
countenange. 34 

And yet, being so close to nature, common sense possesses 

a certain intuitional power: 

Insofar'as ,common "sense i's natura).., i.e., as it " 
conforms to an intellect's essential in'clinations, 
it is naturally right, agile and intuitive, it 
goes towards being and God with ~ sort of s~iri
tual phototropis~. And in that sense, p~ilosophy 
should be its continuation. 35 

Trusting his or'gans of sense and what ,he perceives as the 

animal' this same word corre~ponds to a wholly different 
rt.ct of thougnt,. Here'I am tryip.g expressly to attain to the 
nature, the essence, the type of being, th~ locus of intel
ligible 'necessities; in brief to the obje~t of ,science 
discernible in these individuals, Peter, Faul or John. So 
you see, al though ~ nav,e been using the same word 'man' or 
'rational animal~ in bo~h cases, I have been dealing with 
two very distinct acts of thought" (ibid., pp. 18-19)'-

34Maritai~, Preface, P. ?1. 

35Maritain, Degrees, p. 84. 

o 
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natural Derspective of mankind (i.e. the common sense point 
, 

of view which is not ignora~t of being), Maritain js ore-

Dared to assert that ~here exists a fundamental continuity 

between common sense 'and metaphysi cs: 
0, 

The knowledge of common sense is a natural and 
spontaneous growth, the product so to speak of 
rational instincts and has not.yet attrtined the 
level of science. It is an infra-scientific know
led~e. Nevertheless this infra-scientific knowled~e 
is ~ore universal than that of the various oarticular 
sciences of which 1 have just spoken. It possesses \ 
a certain metaphysical value in as much as it attains 
the same objects as metaphysics attains in·a differ
ent fashion. Common sense is therefore, aS,it were, 
f rough sketch of metaphysics, a vigorous and unreflec

~i vf(' sketch drawn by the natural motion and spontan
eo~ instincts of reason. This is why common sense 
attains a certain t~6ugh unscientifi~ knowledge of 
God, hUman personality, free will and~o o~.36 . 

~ 

2. The Intellectual Intuition of Bein~ 
and Metaohysical Con~eotualisation ., 

Intu,i tion, for Mari tain-r'~ the foundation of humAn 

kno,\led~e, and. it begins at the very basic level, of sensa

tion itself: 

There is first a primary Intultion, an 
ihtuition on which rests the whole of human know
ledge, it is the intuition of the external world, 
senSe perception. In sensation, the object, by 
its action, produces in us a psychic, likeness 
'(snecl~} of itself by means of which we perceive 
it directly, not in its essence but in its acci
d'ents, in/i ts sensible quali ties, and in the very 
action it exer~s upon us. The living org~n 9f 
sense therefore knows the concrete object immedi
ately" in the materlality of its existence and of 

36f1aritaint Preface, p. 29. 
1 
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its individual and contingent action. 37 

" However, this sensual knowledge is not the oroduct of 

intellectual intuition. In itself, the primary intuition 

which is sense perceptlon cannot yield the intellectual 

knowledge which man is capable of. It is, although the 

foundation of al+' human knowledge, in itself what one might 
, 

call a brute intui tion, .incapable of disclosing even the 

nercei vi ng subj ect. 38 The intui tion whi ch grasps intellec'tually, 

on the other hand, is in itself purely immaterial. It is 
'\ 

the DrOper functioh of the intellec~, and it can yield a 

knowledge which rises above sensation. Maritain argues that 

in the human in,tellect this ir:ttellectual intui tion' is expressed 
I . 

precisely thro~gh conceptualisation. 

Although the knowledge of being is absolutely nrimary 

by way of nature, it ~~closed on+y in conceptualisation. 

EXisting in itself only as transparency, the concept terminatew 

37Naritaln, Bergsonian Philosoohy and Thomism, np. 
149-150. ~ 

38" ... our senses (external senses aided by memory 
and the 'estimative ' ) give"us, for examole, the ima~e of 
this lamp, as of a certain ensemble qcting, upon our 'eyes by 
certain colours, a certain brilliance~ according to a certain 
figure, 'certain dimensions, extremely variable moreover 
according to the changed positiori of ourselves or the obj~ct, 
and strictly determi"ned by ci~cumstances or time and nlace-, 
by the·hic et nunc. Were we to stop there, we should nossess 
materially, organically, a knowledge impregnated with mater
iality: we should ~ this lamp (without being able to 
name it), we should not think it; what this lamo is, we 
should not know; and we should not know that there-is ?n I 
uerceiving it, for the sense does not turn back UDon itself" 
( ibid., n. 1 56> • 

. 
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in the obje~t, and therefore every concept is in a general 

sense intuitive. It engenders an immediate and direct 

encounter wi th the thing as obj ect. Ho.wever, the prt'limlnary 

disclosures ~f the formal object of the intellect present 

being only in a ~onfused way. Sensation in itself, giving 

rise to the species impressa of external sense and the sDecies 

exvressa of ima~ination, offers nothing that is ~dapted to 

the human intellect. It is the iritellectus ap-ens which 

enables sensation .to bear fruit in the mind of man, and this 

fruit ·contains only the seed of being buried within it. 

Thu~ the e~pirical sciences and the philosophy of nature 

deal wit~ what Maritairi refers to as particularised being. 39 

It is being cloaked in what is sensible and mobile. Mathe

matics and' ,logic deal with beings of reason .(e·ntia rationis). 

And common sense is concerned only with vague· bei.ng .. In 

metaphysics~ however, the intell~ctual intuition of being, ' 

what one might call the primary intuition of the intellect 

as opposed to the primary intui tion o·f sensation, is exnressed 

in the con~ept of being qua being. 

Father Sikora distinguishes between objective dn~ 

~. non-objeri~i~e nresence,40 and' his distincticih is indeed 

helpful here, I for it introduceR the no.tion of know1edf-e by 
, 

connaturality. Knowledge by connaturality is the most imno~-. . 

39see Mafitain, Preface, pp~ 28-29. 

40See 3ik~ra, Christian Intellect, up. 56-73. 



tant notion in the realism'of Jacques Maritain, for it is 

the supra-sensual fo¥ndation of all our intellectual (meta

physi~al and otherwise) knowledge, and (as we shall ~ee in 

chanter three of this thesis) the supra-natural foundation 

33 

of our mystical knowledge. I't is lmowing '(not merely feeling 

i-n a. purely sensual way) without conceptualisation. It is' 

instinctual, but humanly so. It is the instinctual, non

objective grasp of reality, either through the intellect ~r 

will. Non-objective presence does not mean that the relation 

of something.external to a oerceiving subject is discarded, 

but rather, that something external is 'apDrehendeq by a 
, / 

subject without objective notions. An intell~ctual connaturalitYt 

which allows the instinctual grasp of external reality without 

conce~tualisation, is the very foundation of conceptualisa-

tion itself. 41-

The intellect apprehends,being (the very being ~ 

bein~ of metaphysics) in the intellectual intuition of the 
~ 

intelligible value of the thing, and it can do so only because 

the thing Is alrea~y connatural to the power of human knowing. 

41 1

'IA. knowledge by intellectual 'connaturFlli ty w'i th 
reality as concentuallsable and rendered nroportionate in 
act to the human, intellect. It goes along with the develoD
ment of the habi tus of the iatell'1gence; and. 1 t 1s 'fr'om this 
knowledge.that comeR the intuition--intellectual and expressible 
in a mental work--of the philoso~rer, the scienti~t, of hi~ 
who knows by mode of knowledge" ~Jacques and RaIssa Mari tain, 
The Situation of Poetr! Four Essa s on the kelations be-
tween oetr l-i s t i cism _ Ma i c and Knowled e, trans.' Y 
arshall JIlt er New ork: ilosophical ibrary, 1955), 

n. 66---herea.fter referre~ to as Poetry). . 

( 
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In this way, being is not different from other objects of 

thought. However, as the formal object of the intellect 

itself, heing is a transcendental object of thou~ht '(i.e. an 

object o~ thought not confined to any narticular species or 

genus,) : 

When things become the object of our intel
li~ence, they do not merely deliver to us their 
determinate specifi'c or generic nature, whether in 
itself or in an empi~iological substitute. Before 
knowing that Peter is a. man, I have already attained 
him as something, as a being. And this intelligible 
objee\ 'being' is not the privilege of one of the 

~ ·classes of things that the Logician calls species, 
genus, or category. It is u,niversally communicable. 
I find it everywhere p everywhere i~self and every
where' varied. I cannot think anything without ' 
positing it before my mind. It imbues everything. 
It is what the scholastics called a transcendent~l 
object of ,thought.42 , , 

And (as we shall see) this understanding of "object" refers 

to the being which is the actual existent (ens), as well as --, 
to the being which is the act (~) of a particular existent~ 

As a pre~equisite for conceptualisation~ that which 

is to' be conceived must ,be connaturaliy present to the 
I ' 

nerceiving intellect, and as a transcendental, tbe being 

attained in intellactual intuition is not presen~ in any 

par~icular species imnressa alone, but rather in th~~ all. 

Being is not beyond conceptualisatioQ,' fo~ in its trans

pareQcy th~ formal object of the intellect'reveals the 

42Maritain, Degrees, p. 210. And for this reason 
Sikora refers to metaphysical concepts, beginning with the 
concept of being, as "Illeta-concents" (see' Sikora, Christian 
Intelle'ct, p. 117). ". . 
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thing, although the thing only in so far as it is. The 

intellectual intuition which is the foundation of metaphysics 

reaches ens in quantum ens. 43 . 

In the first ch~pter of his brief but powerful book, 

Existence and the EXistent, Maritain expresses succinctly 

his understanding of the intellectual intuition of being 

and the conceptlJ,alisatipn of_being' in metaphysi cs. : First, 

in simple apprehension, the intellect cpmprehends the natur~ 

or essence 'of a thing. This ij ,the' intelligible object 

which is first conceptualised i~ the human mind by ·way of 

abstraction. It is the what initially delivered to tbe 

.:-human mind through the organs of sense. ,Next, in judgment, 

- the intellect attains being, not the notion of being but the 

very act of being i t,self. ,In judging the data which the 

mind receives through the organs of sense, the intellect 

joins what has been abstr.~fted to the very fact that this 

something abstracted~. And certitude rests upon the 
1 

primary intuition which is sen~ perception: 

At the instant when the finger points to that which 
the eye sees, at the instant when sefise perceives, 
in its blind fashion, withoot intellection or ._ 
mental word. that this exists' at that instant the 

,intellect says (in.a judgment), this bein~ is or 44 
,exists and at ~he same time (in,a concept), being. 

Indee~, it is the act of existence which is the 

43See Maritain, ,P:reface, pp. 43-45.' 

44M~ritain, Existence and the Existent, p. 34. 
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object of the intellectual intuition of being~45 However; 

the act of existence cannot in fact be separated from essence. 

The act of existence and essence coalesce in the co~:cent 

of being: 

• . • the conce~i of existence cannot be detached 
from the concept of essence. Inseparable from 

. each other, these two make up one and the same 
concept, simple although intrinsically varied; 
one and the sam~ essentially analogous concept, 
that of being. 46 ' 

In this way, Maritain points back to the subject exercising 

existence (i.e. the concrete sing~larity which is ~, 

without which the+e could be no act of existence or esse): 

, 

••. this concept of existence, of ~o-exist (es~e) 
is not ana 'cannot be cut off fro'll .the absolutery
primary concept of being (ens, that-which is, that
which exists, tha.t whose aCtis to exist). This is 
so because the affirmation of existence, or the 
jud~ment, which provides the content of such a 
conc~ntf is itself the 'composition' of a sub-
ject with existence, i.e., the affirmation that' 
something exists (actually or possibly, simnly 
or with such-and-such a predicate). It is the 
copceDt of being (that-which exists or is able to 
exist) which, in the order 9f ideative perception, 
corresponds adequately to .this affirmation in the 
order 6f judgment. The concept of existence can
not be visualised completely apart, detached, 
isolated, 8ep~rated ~rom that .0C ~eing; and it 
is in that concept of being and~with that c021 
cept,of being that it is at first conceived. 

The produce of metaphysical abstraction always' 

. relates back to 'some concrete or, to 'use a very crud'e but 

highly eff,ecti ve metapho.r, !1~mDodied" act of existence, 

45S ee ~.,' pp.' 28-31. 

47Ibid ., p. 33. 

" 



i.e. the act of existence coupled with essence in an actual 

or possible existent (~). For this reason, Mar~ain 

refers to ~ as the sup~r-intelligible48 source ~,,:: int'el-

ligibility: 

• • • the concept of exis tence 'cannot be detached 
from that of essence,: existence i,s always the 
existence of something, of a capacity' to exist. 
The very notion of, essentia signigies a relati~n 
to ~, which is why we have goad grounqs for 
saying that e,xistence, is the primary source of 
'intelligibility. But, not being an essence or 
an intelligible, this primary ~ource of intelli
gibility has to be & s~per-intelligible. When 
we say that being is ttiet ,which exists or"is 
able, to exist, that which exercises or is ablp to 
exercise existence, a' great ,mystery is contained 
in these few words. In the subject, that ~hicht 
we possess an ~ssence or an intelligible--in so 
far as it is this or ~hat, in so far as it nos- ' 
sesses a nature: In the verb exists we h~ve the 
act of existing, or a super-intelligible. To say 
that which ex'ists is' to join an· inte)..lj,gible to a 
super-intelligible; it is to have before our eyes 
an intelli~ible engaged 'in a~d perf8cted by a 
su per-intelligi bili ty. 49. .' 

Although discussing the possible existent, Maritain 

argues that every judgment is in .fact ultimatf!ly resolved 

in th~ senses. At this paint we encoun~er ~he Thomistic 

existentialism of Maritain, for ev~n the most immaterial 

of scientific disciplines (i.e. metaphysics) relies upon' 
" 

, ' 

the apprehp'nsion of a,n actual or concrete existent through 

the organs of sense. A~ M~ritain writes in his A Pref!c~ 

31 

4SMarltain does not mean that the act of existence is 
unintelligible, but rather that it is out8tandin~ly 80. For 
Maritain, super-intelligibility and eminent intelligibility 
are synonomouB (see ibid., p. 33). 

49Ibid ., pp. 43-44. -
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to Metaphysics: 

The part played by the senses is you see, 
absolutely inuispensable. Every judgement must in 
one way or another be finally rels'ol ved in them. 
In other words, the res sensibi]i§ visibilis, the 
visible 'object of sense, is th~!touchstone of every 
judgement, ex gua debemus de allis judicare, by 
which'we must judge of ev~rything else, because it 
is the touchstone of existence. A metaphysician 
deprived of the sen~es or their use, a metaphysician 
asleen or dreaming, is for St. Thomas a sheer imnos
sibility, a monst~r, an absur~ity. And this not 
only because ideas are derived from the senses, but 
because the senses, which possess a speculative 
value, though it is obscure, are indisnensable to 
science, and 'even to the supreme SCience, the 
science most disengaged from the material, if it 
is to reach the actual existence which it may 
neither ignore nor neglect.50 

38 

Being is the formal object of the inte~lect, attained 

dire,ctlY--8.lbei t confusedly--in, every act of knowing. In 

meta~hysics being-in-its~lf51~is arri~ed at by abstractio 

formalis,52 and therefore being"!"i'n-itself is ,the specific 
, ( 

qbje~t of this discipline alone. The intellectu~l ~nt~itio~ 

of b~ing eng~nders ~he transcendentals wr~pped Ub in being

. in-itself (L e. one, true and good), 53 and beginning with 

the nrinciple of identity, th~ intellectual intuition Sf 

50Marita~n, Pre~ace, p •. 23 • 

. 51For the sake of clarity we are introducing the 
term "being-in-itself" in order,to designate both ~ and 

. ens in their fully abstract and tran~cendental dimension, 
for it is the act of existence never factually detached from 
essence which is the subject matter of metaphysics, 

52See Maritain, Degrees, p. 217. 

53See Maritain, Preface, pp .. 66-67. 
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being engenders the principles of met~physics--the enumera-
, 

tion and explication of which stretches beyond the SCODe of 

this thesis. 54 

3. Only' the Intellectual Intuition' of Being 
Can Be the Foundation of Metaphysics 

As pointed out in th; beginning ot this chapter,55 

Maritain argues that the Bergsonian intuition of dUration 

, is an attempt to reach being by way of immersion in the 

concrete perceptiveness of sensual experience. Maritain 

insists that " ••• no matter how much, ~ergsonia~ intuitiqn 

is p~esented to us, as • supra-intellectual' or 'ultra

intellectual' we still must recognize that in noint of fact, 
:? • 

,in reality, it can be only infra--intellectual. ,,56 And no,t 
- I 

only does Maritain criticise the intuition of Bergson, but 
, , 

the intuitioq of modern exi~tent!alism as well. Besides 
. 

the Bergsonian intuition of duration, Maritain 'also criti-

cises Martin Heidegger's encounter with anguis~ and Gqbriel 

Marcel's exp~rience of fidelity.~~ However, Maritain is 

critical of Heidegger and Marcel in the way he is critical 

of Bergson, i. e. wi th deep res·pect. All of these men, ar~ues 

Maritain, have· had a legitimate encounter with reality, and 

.. 

54'See ibid., pp. 90-152. 

55See supra, p. t3. 

56~aritain, Bergsonian Philosonhy and Thomism, P. 28 • 
57 (·t 

See Maritain, Preface, pp. 49-54. 
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r-
for that reason are ~ot to ~e' dismiss~d. However, each of 

them has, according to Maritain, taken but a preliminary 

st~p in the direction of th~ intellectual intuition 0f being. 

They are all yet involved in the empirical: 

... the most ~erious danger which. all these 
methods of approaching being involve is the danger· 
of remaining imprisoned in one or ~ther of the 
concrets analogu~s of being, whichever.on~ has 
chosen as a path to it. The experience in Ques
tion gives informat~on only of itself. This is 
indeed the drawback'of pure experience in phil
osophy and the p~tfall of every metaphysical 
system which attempts to be empirical. The 
experience" though valid for the dom'ain covered 
by' the particular intuition, 'cannot, save by an 
arbitrary procedure, be extended to a wider 
province of the intelligible·world, and be 
employed to ex~lain it.~8 " 

Indeed, sensual intuition is for Maritain the very 

foundation of human knowledge. However, 'in itself it attai-ns 
, ...q 

only c'oncrete singularity. It cannot rattaln bein~-in-itself 

(i.e. being i? its transoendent~l dimension). Being-in~itself, 

a~thou~h always apprehended in concrete sin~~larity, is not 

in 1 tsel f a thing .. ' Th'is is ve~y important, for the value of 

being-i~-itself apprehended in things exists in an analogical 

way, which will be discussed in~e n~xt chapter. This 1s 

why, according to Mari tain, one bimply' canriot stop at one 

of the concrete analogues of bein~. To make being-in-itself 

into a thing in ita own right, would lead--depending upon 

one's lnclin'ation--either- to "pure 'ontolOgi~al(moni8m"'o~ 

. 58rbld. ""p. 52. , . 

" 
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"pure phenomenalist pluralism": 

I f being were' the object of a concrete intuition 
like that of an external sense or of introspect lon, 
of an intuition centred upon a reality grasped 
concretely in its singular existence, philosophy 
would be compelled to choose, as it gave this 
intuition an idealist or 'a realist value, between 
a pure onto'~gical monism and a pure phenomenalist 
pluralism. 59, . 

'" , 

Accqrding to Maritain, experf..ence is simply n~t \ . 

natural ~evel of hum~~ knowing. Any sufficient on the 

exclusive attempt to construct philosophically upon an 

empirical foundation is of necessity doomed to'remain a 

prisoner of that foundation. Such an attempt is an e~dea

vour to reconcile metaph"ics with the empirical sciences. 

It is in effect being,-in-i tself which' is made into a thing 
.. 

in its own ~ight, and 11ari tain argues that the penal ty for 

41' 

replacing transcendental being with an empirical counterfeit 

is either ontological m'onism or 'phenomenalist oluralism. 
, , 

If one gives an idealistic value to an encounter with a 

concrete analogue of being, then' one will choose ontolo~ical 

monism. If, on ~h~ other h~nd, one gi~es,a realistic value 

to an encounter with a concrete anal,ogue .o:{ being, then o,ne 

will choose phenomenalis~ pluralism. The modern idealistic 

blunder can be attributed'to Desca~tes' separation of object 

and thing. And the realistic b}under can be a~tributed to 
" " , 

an i~nora~ce ste'Tlming 'from the maya wl1ich is empirical 

sc ience. 60 Indeed, "11ari tain acknowledges the valuable, 0" 

" 

59Ibid ., p. 58. 

60 llIn order to reach physical reality in its own 

, \ 



contribution of empi"rical science to the edifice of human 

knowing on the natural level. However, the contribution of 

empirical science is not philosophical. Metaphyslc~ must 

4'2 

be based on the very p.innacle of the human process of Intel-

lectual abstractiQn. It must-be based on a transcendental , 
" ~-

object of thought. 

Mari tain extends an invitation to liste"n,. Beginning 

with common sense, where the nature of human intelligence 

instinctually attains being, although 'in,an obscure and 

philosophically ~~adequate way, Mar~tain would have us listen 

to what 'he apprehends as the song of being. According to 

Maritain, the modern philosopher fails to li~ten. In his 

proud impetuosit~, the modern philosopher experiments with 

the gross density of empirical clamor rather than make the 

effort to recover the ethereal simplicity of a fine intel-· 

lectual !1armony. 
. 

Because modern phi~osophers cannot forgiye Thomistic 

!11etaphysics for what they perceive as its scholastic pedant'ry, 

Maritain is unwilling to forgive them for what he perceives 

as their. se,nsual impetuosity: 

A deep vi~e besets the philosophers of our 
day, whether they -be neo-Kantians, neo-posi ti vists, 

eni~matic way and to conquer the world of phenomena, our 
scien~e has become a kind of Maya--a Maya which succeeds . 
and makes· us masters of nature. But the sense of Bein~ is 
absent from it" (Maritain, Aoproaches to. God, trans. by 

'PeteT O!Rellly; ~orld P~rspectiv~st Vol. I, ed. by Ruth 
Nanda'Anshen (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1954), p. 8). 



idealists, Bergsonians, logisticians, pragma~ists, 
neo-.:i pino;dsts, or neo-mystics. It i.s the anci Imt 
~rror of the nominalists. In different forms, and 
with various degrees of awareness, they all blame 
knowledge-through-concepts for not being a sunr~
sensible intuition of the existing singular, as 18 
Spinoza's scientia intuitiva, Boehme's theosonhic 
vision, o~ that of Swedenborg, which Kant so re
gretfully denounced as illusory. They cannot for
give that knowledge for not opening directly unon 
existence as sensation does', but only -onto essences, 
possibles. The~ cannot forgive it for its inability 
to reach actual existence e~cept by turning back 
upon sense. They have a basic misunderstanding of 
the value of the abstract, that immateriality' 
wh~ch is more enduring than things for all that it 
is untouchable and unimaginable, that immateriality 
which mind seeks.out in the ~ery heart of things. 
But why this incurable nominalism? 'The Teason is 
that while having a taste for the real indeed, they 
nevertheless have no sense of being. Being as 'such, 
loosoed from the matter in which it is incorporated,. 
bein~, with its pure objective n~cessities and its 
laws that nrove no burden, its restraints which do 
not blnd, its invisible evidence, is for them only 
a word. 61 

Accor:ding to ~~1ari t9-in, the intellec~ual intui tion 

of bein~, although dependent upon the primary intuition 

43 

which .is sense perception, .is never'theless in itself an 

eidetic intuition.~2 'The true metaphysician, argues Haritain, 

aonrehends the intelligible value inherent in every narticular 

thing, as a transcendental object of thought. Not in itself· 

a thin~, being-in-itself is the purely intelli~ible value 

of every p~rti cular thing in so far as .1 tis, a~d it is 

annrehended in the transcendental concept of being gua being. 

61Maritain, Degrees, p. 1. 

62See Maritain, Prefage. pp. 58-61. 
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In other words, it i~ Maritain 1 s position that the intel

lectual intuition of being cannot be separated frorn con

ceptualisation. In his first atteIDDt at ponderous ~xplication, 

as a metaphysician, Bergsonian Philosoohy -and Thomism, 

Maritain expresses his positionJ 

The answer that should have been given against Kant 
is that intellect sees by conceiving, and conceives 
only to see. Its operation does not consist in 
subsuming a sensible content beneath an· empty form, 
--nor in cutting out the real according to ready
made forms. In an inner word whose content escapes. 
the eye and the touch and transcends in itself all 
order of sensation, but has greater density and 
fullness the more purely intelligible is the sound 
it gives out,--the intellect attains reality it
s~lf brought to the l~vel of our mind. In short, 
there is indeed a philosophical intuition,' but it 
is in the concept and by the concept that this 
particul~~~~ition, which is intellectual intui
tibn, intel~~ion itself, takes place.6~ 

"-
In this chap~er we have seen how Mari tain attemDts 

to reconcile intuition with intellige~ce, by explaining the 

con6ept as a transparency which allows the intentional 

~resence of the actual thing itself in the mind of man. 

In every diSCipline, and in the wor+d of common sense (a 

realm which, as we have noted above, Maritain considers to 

be especially close to the domain of metaphysi~S); in~el

lectual abstraction is the very vehicle of intuition (i.e. 

intellectual intuition, for in this chapter we have also 
) 

seen that Maritain is trying to avoid any attempt~ con-

Btr~ct philosophically upon an empirical foundatio\ alon€). 

63Maritain, Berr,sonian' Philosophy and Thomism, p. 30. 
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Being 1s the formal object of the intellect t and although 

it is always being which is attained directly in every act 

of knowing (through the concepts which enable the tLing to 

become nresent in us in an intentional way), being-in-lt~~lf 

is the specific object of metaphysics alone. In metanhysics, 

where being-in-itself is attained in an intellectual intui-

tion as a transcendental object of thought, the reconcilia

tion of intuition'with intelligence reaches its highest 

uoint. This is so, because in metaphysics intuition and 
~ intelligence work together to dlsclose being in its tran-

. 
scendental and (as we shall see in the next chapter) analo~ical 

nurity. 

J 
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CHAPTER II 

TRANSCE~DENCE AND ANALOGY 
(I 
" 

W,i thin the context of this thesis, analogy is men

tioned only to indicate what tt8.:ri tain considers to be th.e 
$' .' 

epitom~ of natu~al knowledge. It is mentione~e, because 

the natural knowledge of God, stemming from the itelligent 

unraveling o( the implication inherent in th.e natu al 

. intellectual ,intuition of being, is in no way to be confused 

with mystical experience-':"'an experience cannot be 

achieved, but only received as 'a gif ' aGove natu~e or supra-
• J • 

natural. Maritain's understanding of the intellectual 

intuition of being, and the consequent ananoetic knowledge' 

of God, is opposed'to any form of monism, pantheism or pan-
.. 

entheism. Mari tain affirms .the. absolut~ :transcend'ence of· 

God, and claim~.natural knowledge of ijim only by way of 

a'direct apprehension of tpe being of sensible things. 

~ln attaining being-in-its~lf the intellect apprehends 

what is there in sd.far as it 1~. No~ what is there sh~res 
, 

with every other thing' the common fact that they all are. 

A single particle of ~and blown about by the wind on a sandy 
. . \. \. 

beach has this ~Juch in common with even the most acute of 

cr'eated intelle~ts, and even wi th God Himself--the very 
""-

fact of its existence. Although abstra~ed from a particular 

I 
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thing, being-in-itself is not a thing. ' Being-in-i tself is 

supremely u,nimaginable " and by its very nature it is anC'l,logical. .. . 
Only particular things actually exist; as the tran-

scendental object of metaphysics, 'being-in-itself is tte 

abstracted analogical value o~a particular thing in so 

far as it is. Being-in~itself; then, i~)never realised apart -
from what is, ~nd it has meaning only in so far as its 

analogues actually are. 
, I ' 

In itself transcending all of them, 

being-\t;,n-i tself refers to the being of every one of its 

analogues. 

As stated in the previous chapter,1 common sense 

(1. e. the everyday f,orm of knowledge Of the average man) has 

'a certain metaphysical value. Although in its own ~ay, 

common sense attairis the same objects as metaphysics. Common 
. 

sens~ int~its being and apprehends in a vague way the analo~-
, . 

ical c,haracter oS being, and for this reason (as we ~hall see) 

common sense is able to attain "a certain though unscientific 

knbwledf-e of God."" 

Being-in-itself is for Maritain a transcendental and 
~ . 

anqloaical object of thought, and the implication~ of this 

for m,an's knowledge of God qn the natural level of hUman 

knowing will be our concern in this chapter. According to 

Ma~itain, we encounter the transcendental and analo~ical 

aspects o~ being: first, ih~ough the va~lenes8 of common 

"1 
See supra, pp. 29-3~ (the quotation which apoears on 

this page ,is taken from a l,onger quotation on p. 30). 



sense; and then, through the preQision 'of metaphysical 

science~ where being~in-itself is attained. In this chao-

ter we will discuss transcendence and analo~y in co~~on 

sense first, and then we will discuss transcendence ,and 

anrtlogy in metaphysics. in this way we will arrive at the 

eaito~e of knowledge on the natural level of human'knowing 

(i.e. the analogical apprehension of God in metaphysics). 
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1. T.ranscendence and, Analogy in Common' Sense 

I t is clear l a'rid qari tain certai nly 'does not desi re 

to dis~ute th~ fact, that what might be called the transcen

dental-analogical verity of being is present in the world 

of common sense-only in a confused way. Common sense attains 

no properly articulated knowledge of either being or God. ' 

And yet, Maritain argues that a genUine intuition of being 

is indee~ operative in common sense; in his Approaches to 

God" where he articulates h.irs profound resp~ct for what he 

. pe,rcei ves as the natural perspective of mankind 

common sense point of view), Maritain writes: 

Here Un the world of common sensi} every
thing depend's on the natural intui tion of being-
on the ~ntuition of that act of existtng which is 

'the act of every act and th~ perfection of every 
uerfectiont' in which all the intelligible struct"ures 
of reality have thei~ definitive actuation, and 
which overflows in activity in every being and in the 
intercommunication of all beings. 2 
, ' 

Not to be confused with.the natural intellectual 

2~~ritain, Approaches t~ God, p. 3. 
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ltr(ui tion of being, this "natural intul tion of being" is the 

infra-scientific grasp of what t-1ari tain re.fers ,to as "the 

vague being of common s~nsi, On this infra-scientific level, 

the object (i.e, being) of this intuition is not yet abstracted 
q 

as the specific object of a particular disCipline (i,e. the , 

being-in-itself of metaphysics). As alreatly stated i~ the 

previous chapter,3 it is by way of abstractio totalis that 

common sense ~tains being. Nevertheless, Maritain insists 

that the notton of being a~tained by common sense is the 

closest to th~ knowl?dge of, being attained in meta~hysics. 

Maritai~ argues that on this infra-sci'entific level the 

transcendental ~ature, of being is apprehended (although 

confusedly) in conjunction with the as yet unsDecified 

analogical reasoning which discloses' the reality of God. 

Because it attains the transcendental n~ture of being 

, ina confused way (i. e ~ in conj.unction ~i th analogi cal 

reasoning), the natur~l intuition of being is divided by 

Mari tain into th'ree stages: 0' fir~~" one becomes aware of the 
o -..J 

independent existence of things beyond the sphere of onets 

own unique existence; second, one realises one's own existence 

as f.ragile and threa~eried with ext'inction; and third? one 0 

recognises the necess~ty for Being fre~ from nothingness--

not a.personal and transcendent Being explicitly, b~t rather, 

in view of the inability to account for' one's own existence 
-.J 

'aee supra, pp. 28-29. 
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through the merit of that existence alone (bein~-with-
.. 

nothingness and therefore only possible, liable t6 destruction 

and not ,having in itse::~rpower to be), the need for 

Being (Being-without-nothingness and therefore necessary, 

not liable to destruction .and having in Itself' the power to 

be).4 These are not three stages in'a segmented process or 

progression, but three artificial stages, dev~loped by Maritain 

for the purpose of. clari.fying what takes place in the single 

fla~h of certitude which is the natural intuition of common 

sense: 

. These three leflps--by which the intellect move's 
first to.actual existence as asserting itself 
independently of,me; and t~e~ from this sheer ob
jective existence to my own threateneq existence; 
and finally from 'my existence spoiled with nothing
ness to absolute ·existence--are achieved wi thin the 
same unique intuition, which philosophers would 
e~plain as the intuitive percention of the essen
tially analogical content of the first concept, the 
concept of Being.5 . 

Maritain argues that even in the worid of common 
. ,. 

sense, tne analogical 'implication inherent in the natural 

intuition of being is further developed; an~ with this 

development the apprehension-of the transcendehtal nature 

of being in common sense becomes clear. Through" •.• a 

prompt, spontaneous re{lsoning" as natural as thi s i ntui tion 

Ghe natural' intui t'ion . o~ bein~ (and as' 'a matter of fact 

4The ter~s nb~ing~with-nothingn~ss" and "Being-without
nothingness II a're Mari tain t s (see Anproaches to God, pp. 5-7). 

5Ibid ., p. 5. 
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more or less involved in it), • .' • ,,,6 one. ascertains that 

not only one IS O)'ln exi stence is fragile and thr'eatf:ned with 

extinction, but'also the fact that the universal wtnle of 

which one is ~ part lies beneath th~ shadow ~f nothing~ess. 
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In this way, Maritain, argues, common sense, unable to account 

for the existence of the whole of nature thro~gh.the merit 

of that existence alone, is actually able t,o glean from the . 
~ inteXlig1ble (and implicitly transcendental) value of the 

va~e being it attains the necessity for the ~xistence of an 

absolute.1y transcendent Being, ,which Mari ta:t,.n does' not nesi-

tate' t9 call God: ' 

Thus the internal dynamism of the ,intuition 
of existence, or of the intelligi'bl'e value of Bein~, 
causes me tp ~ee that,absolute existence or Being
without-nothingness transcends the totality of na
ture. And there I am, confronted with the exis
tence of God. 7 . 

2. TranscendenGe and Analogy in Metaphysics 

For Maritain, everything begins with (and must 

a~w~ys adhere to) substantial reality (i.e. the concrete 

singUlarity which is' a particul~r thing). Attained throu~h 
, . 

sensual ex~erienc~, thi actual existent 1s the source ~f 

all our knowledge. Already attained on the level of,sense 

perception, the actual existent is grasped by intuition and' 

,judged to be when it confronts the intellect.~ A t~anscendenta1 

and analogical object of thought, being-in-its€+f is abst~acted 

~ .----------~--------------------------------------------------
7 Ibid., PP: ~-7. 
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'2 . 
~s the intelligible.~alue of the act~al existent; and the 

analogical value of being orice relea~ed,-accbrdin'g,to the 

Thomist positiori of Maritain, can carry the rnetaphy~ician 

beyond what is intelligible for us in any direct way, :0 ~/ 

wl1at is in i tself s~premely s·o. In a more exact way: than 

in common sense, the analogical value of being released in 

metaphysics can lead .the metaphysic~an to the- indirect and . . 
analogical apprehens'ion of that existence which can exist 

without sensible matt~~ 
What Maritain refers to as the ntransobjective sub-

" ject"8 is the actual thing in its par~icularity. It is 

concrete singu;tari ty and .in itself inexhaustible •. It is 

unquenchable; and 'although our intellects attain it through 
, . 
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the concepts we form (even '-i ts very actuality in the meta

physical concept of ~), ,we never tou'ch -i t in th~ profun

dity of its particularity. Indeed, this God given uniqueness, 

one might, wish to sa~ p rsonhood, which is the :ery actuality 

'of every single being, ~ __ =~~ a my~tery deserving 

our respect. 9 

~See supra, pp. 21-22. 

9Fo~ Mari tain' s distinction ,between prob,lern and 
" rnyate:c:y see Preface, pp., 2-12. , 

It is interesting to note that Marttain ' £ metaphysical 
appreciation of mys:terious, inexhaustible particulari ty' is the 
basis of ~is political thought,.when realised in the prouer 
personhood which in the sensiqle world is the goal: of man 
alone. For Maritain*s distinction between mere ,indiv~duality 
and true personality see his brief b~t excellent work: The 
Person and the Common Good, trans. by John J. Fitzgerald 
(London: Geoffrey Bles, 1948). 
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In itself, the transobjective subject is inexhaustible 
. -

and th.e.refore· remains a mystery to us; and ye.t, thro~fr,h 

intellectual abstraction we apprehend the transobjective sub-, 
. I . . 

I 

ject in itself, although never completely and all at once, 

-in a soecies expressa of the i~tellect which is derived from 

it. All subjeets which can be brougpt over to us throu~h 

intellectual abstraction constitute for Maritain the wo.rld . . 
of' transob,iective intelligibiti ty, 'as he writes in The Deftrees 

of Knowledge: 

w~ have called the transobjective intelligible 
the infinite (transfinite) ensemble of subjects -
which it ffihe human 'subject r€ferred·to by Maritain as 
-the cisobjecti v~ subjec1] can subject to i.ts intel
lagible grasps, or which can be delivered to it as 
objects'. To be very precise, ws mean by these sub-=-
jects those whose e~sence or first intelligible 
constitutive can itself (even.though only in its most 
universal notes) become object for it in a conceot: 

.~ Let us say they ar~ by definition subjects which are 
knowabl~ to it in some degree. I in ti\emsel ves I or by 
dianoetic intellection. 'They are cdrporeal things 
which, since they. can fall under the sense, can fall 
also under the light of th~ agent intell~ct, and so 
deliver their essence ~o grasps of abstraction, at· 

~ .... ~ 

~\ 

least to the ext~nt that there appears in its intel~ 
ligibili ty some determination of being. 1.0 

Tr8nscendental, because' it is above every species 

and genus, befng-in-itself is the acme of tran8obj~ctive 

intel-ligibili ty •. Being-in-.i tself is s~premely unimaginable 

and essentially analogical.. Attained' t;1irectly. "or, by lli-

--l1oe-ti:c int~lle'ct i?n" y the sensible thl ngs whi ch confront 

10Maritain, Degrees, pp. 202-203. 
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us through our org~ns of sense, being (as the object of 

metaphysics) can carry us to an analogue beyond what is , , 

sensible and intelligible for us-:· . ~ 

In The De{2:rees of Knowledge, Maritain distingul.shes 
. ' 11 

between dianoetic, perinoetic and ananoetic knowledge. 
I ' 

In order to articulate the close correspondence between 

direct or dianoetic intellection and analogy in Maritain's 

thoue;ht, it is nec~ssary to explain ...... these distincti-ons. 

As already indicated above, dianoetic knowledge is 

that knowledge by which the. human subject attains in some 

degree the actual thing itself, in so far as,the transob

jective subject is att'ained directly through in'tellectuai 
" ' 

abstraction. According to Maritain, being-in-itself is , 
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actually attai ned in this way,. through a d.irect aoprehension 

of the analogical value of tne actual "existent. However, 

although the analogical value of being is realise~ at this 

stage,' dianoetic knowledge attains directly only~the being 

of sensible things,. in that the 'very nption of being~in-
: 

itsel~ is abstracted fron the things which ~onfro t us throu~h 

our organs of sense. Dianoetic knowledge rests 0 the 
" /' ' 

certitud~ 9f sensual, experienc~, although in itse f desig~ 

nating tl).e, i~,tui tion ~nd judgment which belongs t .!be---~ 

intellect. 

In diar.loetic knowledge,: lnte'lligible values 'are 
" 

11See !.ill., ~p .... 202-226. , 
" ... 
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attained through what Maritain refers to as the uroner 

accident or property: 

When the mind ~olds a prqperty'in the strict and 
, ~hilosophical (ontological) sense of this word, a 

difference of being is attained, an accidental 
form fs seized in its intelligibility, and by it, 
the essence (~s human nature by rationality, or 
animal nature:. by sensi ti vi ty) .12 " 

rnd what is most important in the context of this thesis, 

being-in-itself is attained in this way: 

As the first object grasped by the'intel-
'lect, it is clear that being is not known in the 
mirror of some other previously known object. It 
is attained in sen,sible things by dianoetic intel
lection. Just as a generic or specific nature is 
known in itself by the property which reveals its 
essential difference, so a~ analogue (analogum ' 
analogans) is ~own in, itself by that one of its 
analogates (analo~a analogata) which first falls 
under the senses. 3' ' 

In perinoetic knowledge (i.e. the peripheral know-
i ' 
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ledge of common accident~ or properties) only the p~enomenal ~ 

is attained: 

• • • the properties in the strict sense of the 
word remain inaccessible. Clusters of sensible 
accidents (common accidents), grasped exclusively 
as observable or measurable, are taken in their 
place (like the descriptive 'propertiesi' density, 

12 . ~., p. 206. ~ 

13Ibid ., pp. 214-215. The ~~tin has been corrected 
from the sTith French edition of thiS;t0rk, published by 
Desclie De Brouwer,; 1958. ' 

In Th'e Degrees of Knowledge, f r clar! ty oJ eX,uression,· 
Mar! tain uses the word "analogue't to deSignate transcendental , 
being (i;e. the being gua being which is the proD.er object of 
meta~hysics and not in itself confined to any nart!cular be1n~)t 
,and he uses ,the \liard "analogate II to designat'e tl)e concrete 
singular,i ty wh,ich is a' particular being •. In th~s thesis, ' 
the ,*,ord "analogue" has been employed to deSignate the par-
ticular being. ' 

, ' 
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atomic weight, melting point, boiling pOint, spec-
trum of high frequency, etc., which serve to distin
guish bodies in chemistry). The~e descriptive char
acters are given the nam, 'properties,' but th~ imoort 
of the name is here quite d~fferent and no more 
philosophical (ontological) than that of'the word 
'substance' in the usage of chemists. They are at 
once exterior signs a'nd masks of the ,veri table 
(ontological) properties. They are empiriological 
properties, Bubstitutes for properties properly so 
called. The mind pannot decioher the intelligible 
in the sensible"it makes use of the senSible itself 
in order to circumscribe an intelligible core thgt' 
escapes it. It is then that we say that the for~ 
is too immers~d in mat"ter to fall within the grasp 
of o~ iptelligence. It is impossible by such prcrp-. 
erties to, attain in any de,gree wltever the substantial 

. nature in itself or in its formal constitutive. It, 
is known' not by signs which mani est it, but b'Y' signs 
which hide it. 14 . ' . 

Maritaln's third distinction, anano~tic knowledge, 

,simply designates knowledge by' analogy. It is the intelli':' 

pent use of the a~alogical value of being attained already 

in dianoetic knowledge. ~nanoetic ~nowledge is the means 

by which the metaphysician can attain th~t existence which 

can exist without sen~ible matter, and yet ananoetic kriow

ledge is closely related to dianoetic knowledge, in that 

'analogy is based rin ,the direct apprehension of being-in

itself in.sensible things alone • 

. In the·w?rld of common sense, th~ough the direct 

appreheris~on of the being of things which do no~ have in 

themselves their own exp~lcation, the natural intuition of 
A 
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being leads men to God, as the necessary Transcendent .Being. 

In metaphysi cs, where' the intellectual intui tion of being 

14Ibid;, pp. 206-207. 
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reveals the transcendental and analogical aspects of being-
\ 

I I 

in~itself, God is apprehended in a more precise way as the 

pecessary Cause of all being., We need not here be ~oncerned 

with explicating the various ways15 of approaching Goa 

philosophically. However, we must be concerned with that 
\ 

whi ch enables such argumentation to take place. We must b.e 

concerned with the an~loglcaI potential of being-in-itself, 

for it is this which enab.1es fwlari tain to argu'e for the exis

tence o'f God from tile existence of sensible things below God. 
. 16 

In the metaphysical parl.an-ce of Mari tain, analogy 

is associated with transintelligible reali~y.· Transintelligible 

reality is that reality which liqs beyond the realm of sensi

bility. It is not connatural to the power of human knowing, 

and is not directly attained through transparent concepts 

abstracted "from it. Transintellig~ble reality can t~erefore 
~- ~ 17 

be known Oy us on).y through anal0lrr,. and ·that analogy means 

", 

15The five ways of S~. Thomas Aquinas, .and a sixth 
propos~d by Maritain himself (see Maritain, ApDroa~hes to 
God, pD. 16-83)·, 

161n this chapter we are concerned with analogy only 
in so far as it attains the invisible 'existence of the angels. 
and God (i.e. of created being beyond the realm of sensation 
and uncreated Being beyond all ~lse). Maritain also speaks 
of .. the "sllperanalotr,y of faithl! <sfe Maritain,. Degrees, pp. 
241-244, and infra, pp. 66-71). 

17~Thi8 unive~se on which met~~hjsics ope~s out, and 
the knowledpe of whic~ requ~res that it· have recours~ to a 
whole art of decipheri~g the invisible in the visible, we are 
calling trans intelligible. We do so not, certainly; because 
it is unintelli~ible in itself (on the contra~y, it is the 
rlomain of absolute intelligibilit~), nor because it is unint€l-
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I \ 
.a pronortionality based on the transcendental object of 

( 

thought, being-in-itself, an object in itself diveflted of 

every particular, specific or generic li:mitation, a::d there-

fore engendering proportion amongst those particulars exer-

cising it. Precisely in so far as they are, all beings ~ 
have something in common. In that being ~ua bein~ si~nifies 

, ' 
the act of existence (~) of a narticular being (~), 

without designating the s~ecific essence or what is being 
, . 

referred to, it implies the participation of all,biings in 

the transcend,ental and analogical value of bei~-.in-i tse~f 
. 

(i.e. the purely abstract, transcendental and analogical 

object of thought). In this supremely analogical way., the. 
, 

transintelligible world (the uhiverse of angels including 

the very God they ei t'her ,adore or despi se) becomes the world c 

of metaphysics. 

In A Preface to Metaphysics, Maritain defines the 

analogic;l value or potential of being-in-itself as follows: 

Being presents 'me with an infinite intelli~ible' 
va~~ety which is the diversification of something 
which I can nevertheless call by one and the sa~e 

.' name. It is something that I fin,d everywhere, and 
call by the same name, because it is in, <;Ill cases 
ma~e known to.m~ by the similar relatio~ship which 
the most 'diverse objects possess to a certain term 
essentially diverse, designated" in each by our con
cept of bei~g, as being present formally and intrin-

li~ible for us, but because it is ~lsproportionate to our 
hu~an intellect. It is not Intelllgible for us in an experi
me.ntal nor ina dianoeti c way. I h other words, it is not 
connatural to our power of knowing. It is intelligible to 
us only by analogyll(ibid., p. 2,19). 
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sic811y in it. And this analogical cnaracter, ~n 
eX,ample of what is called the analogy of strict 
pro'Dortionali ty,. is inscribed in the very naturf! 
of the concept of being. It is analo~us fro~ the 
outset, not a univocal concept afterwards employed 
analogously. It is essentially analogous, polyvalent. 
In itself it is but a simple unity of proportionality, 
that is, it is purely and 'simply manifold and one in a 
particular respect. 18 

Lspecially when we are talking about God, thdre is 

an aspect of ananoetic knowledge or knowledge by analogy 

which must be stressed, and th~s is its negative side. 

Even when we discuss the angels, according to Maritain, we 

are discussing reali~ies which in their creaturehood are 
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far closer to us than they are to God. Maritain's Thomistic 
., 

re21isrn arg~es for the separability of essence (essentia) 
-

and existence (~) in every creature including the'highest 

amongst angelic natures. The essence (e~sentia) ·of any 

creature deoends upon an external source for the existence 
1 

(esse) which establishes a particular being (ens) in'actuality •. 
- • ,Q - , 

For this reason, every, creature is merely pos,sible: depen

dent upon an external 'source for its very eXistenc~e 
creature does not have sufficie~t r~ason in itself for being 

there. And because man abstracts being-in-itself ~nly from 

sensible creatures, Maritain argues that our very ~ of 

conceiving reality chains us to that reality which iA con-
. 

tin~ent and invested witl1 nothingness. "The way in which 
• 0 " I con~eive being is absolutely deficient in relatio~ to 

. 
. 18Maritaln, pryefaCe, p. 64. 
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God. 1t19 

For,Maritain, angel~ and God exist in the tranB

intelli~ible wbrld, but God is beyo~d ail His creatures, 

.. 
60 

in ~hat His abs6lute simplicity admits no distincti~n in Him: 

All the divine perfections are strictly identified 
in God. When I say being of God, the word conti'n
ues to signify being and does not sign.ify, ·does not /' 
present to my mind, goodness or knowledge, and yet 
the being of God ~ His knowledge and His goodness, 
His mercy and,His justice~20 

Only in God are essence and existence idettical •. And God 

alone is Being, Knowledge and Love: 

~ .)There1iS pdssession of the self by the self in. the 
'Pure atc1te, since His exi·stence is' His very intel
lection and His love •. Thus He not' ,only exists and 
graspS Himself by intelligenc~ and, love, as do 
created minds. Uncreated Spirit, to exist i~ for 
Him'to grasp Himself. 21 ' 

Based u'Pon the in,tellectual intui ti0n of being, ... , 

which is the direct or dianoetic apprehension of being-in~ 

'itself'in .sensible realit'y, the ~uman intellect can attain 
I • 

transintell·igible reali ty ~nly by analogy or. ananoetic 

apprehension. 'As d~stinguished from supra-natural "pl.OW
ledge, the n~tural power of human intellection attains God 

r 

only in the poverty 0'£ its metaphysical riches: . . \ ~ 

Th~ rml tipl'ici ty ,of the~e d'ist,inctions of reason, ,ft, 
I. . 

1 ~Mari tain, Degrees, 'p. 227 • 
.,J)' 

20Ibid • -
21 ' Ibid.".,.p.234 •. 

~ We note the similarity between this view and, the 
P9si tion of Advai ta Vedanta (.i. e. the school' of non-dual·ism 
in Hindu Vedinta), which states that Brahman is Sat (Being), 
Cit (Consciousness) and Ananda (Bliss~. ~ 
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demanded by the very eminence of the 'reality to be 
known, attests nothing except the humility of euch 
a knowled~e. It is not the Divine Simplicity that 
we di vid'e; it is our concepts tha't we adapt and 
work over in order to submit our intellect to it 
and to know the Almighty according to the mode of 
our Doverty. 22, 
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In order to avoid strayIng beyond the SCODe of this 

thesis, which is concerned with the meaning and significance 

of intellectual intuition and, mystic,al experience in the 

realism of 'Jacques Maritain, we have in this chapter attemnted 

to attain what is for Maritain the epitome of knowledge on 

the .natural level of ,human knowing, 'without ,discussing the 

philosophical ways of approaching Go,~. We, have shown that, ,_ 

accO;ding to Mari tain, common, sense attains t~e transcendeA-' 

and analof,ical character of being, and from this arrives at 

a certain knowle4ge cf God. In metaphysics, where the tran-

8ce~dental and·analogical chatacter of bein~ is apprehended 

~ in the specific object (i.e. be~ng-in-it8elf) of this sCience, 

the knowledg'€ of both b'eing and God is more precise. ,What 

is most,irnport~nt within the context of this thesis, however, 

is jhat t~e implication of the analogical apprehension of , 
God~(in both common sense and metaphysics) for kn'owledge 

on the natural lev,el 'of human knowing be clearly understood. 

Maritain argues that kno~l~dge on the nattiral level of 'human 
,'. 

knowing is strictly confined ~o the direct apprehen~ion of 
. , 

sensib~e being. Even t~e ~pi~ome o~)knOw~edg~ on this level 

22Marttain, Degrees, p. 231. , 
" 
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of human knowing directly'apprehends being-in-itself only 

in sen$ible things. According to Maritain, 'the metaphysician 
',' 

the 

only attqins God analogically. and therefore indire<:tly; 

in attaining this knowle~ge, the mei3physiclan r~aches 

highest ~eak on the natural level of human knowing. 
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CHAPTER III 

AFFECTIVE CONNATURALITY AS MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE 

In our discussion of the suura-natural le.vel of 
, , 

human knowing, in the realism of Jacques Mari tain, God (1. e. 

God a's He actually is in 'Himself) and mystical ~xperience , , 

will be the two most important items on the agenaa. 

In this thesis we are using the term "supra-natural" 
1 to refer onlX to God's disclosure of Himself to man, and 

by knowledge on ~he' supra-natural level of human knowing, 

we mean the knowledge by which God knows Himself. Such' 

knowledge is not connatural to the intellect of man, a~d 

is above the natural level of human knowing •. The knowledge 

God has of'Hi~self can ~e attained by' man only through God's 

disclosure of Himself. Such a disclosure takes place in 

revelation, which is (as we shall see) God's communication 

of HimSelf to man precisely through what is n~tural for man; 

God '·s disclosure of Himself to man also occurs in mystical 
. , 

experience, 'which, is, during his earthly eXis·tence, m,an' s 

purest apprehension 0f what we might conveniently ,label 

"God-in-Himself" • 

.) 

God-in-ijimself is the formal o'bject of theological 

), , 

1 See supra, pp. 7-8. 
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faith. Every act of theological fai.th, although never 

directly attaining God-in-Himself, directly attain~ what 
> 

God discloses of Himself by firmly assenting to it 3S su~h • 
.;. , 

64 

The function of t~eo10gica1 faith on the su~ra-natura1 level 

of human knowing can be compared to the operation of the 

intellect on the natural level of human knowing, for acts 

of theological faith and intellection are m,eans whe'reby 
<' 

knowledge is attained. God-in-Himself, besides being the 

formal object of theological faith, is also the source of 

all knowledge on the supra-natural level of human knowing, ... . 

and for- this reason might be called ~ts foundation.' God-

. in-Himself can be compared to the sens-ib1e existent, which 

1's the source of all knowledge on the natural level of human 

'knowing. Mystical experience, which is, during his ~arth1y 

existence, man's purest apprehension of God-in-Himse1f, 

can be compared to the intellectual intuition of being, 

which is, on the nat~ral level of human Knowing, the purest' 

appI;'ehenslon of be i ng (1. e • the formal obj'ect of the intellect). 

Th~ intellectual intuitiqn of being and mysti cal' 

exu~rience, comparable as parallel fun,ctions on the two 
" 

distinct levels of hU!Dan ~no~irig, arE} in themselves d·istinct 

in their respective modes of apprehension. Because. God-in

Hfmself is not only the for!Ilal object of theological faith, 

but also the source of all knowledge o~ the supra-natural 

level of human kt).ow~rig, G'od-in-HimQelf is not an abstraction. 
~ . 

j ( i 
W.hereas the intellectual, intui tion of bei~g 1s connected with 

~ 
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abstraction,:rational speculation and demonstration, mysti-

,cal e~perience is beyond conceptuali~ation, and therefore 

incanabl'Ei of being employed as a philosophical tool. Mysti

cal exnerience does not lend itself to the precision of an 

exact terminology t and 1 ts expr'ess1on 1s therefo're obscure 

and seemingly paradox1c~1. Rational demonstration, as the 

natural outgrowth and articulation of the intellectuai' intui

tion of being, ,aims at precision, a~d therefore thrives on 

the clarity of its concepts. Whereas the intelleetual 
~... " 

intuition of being 1s a consequence of the natural conceptu-
, . 

alising power of human intelligence, mystical experience is 

~(ascwe.shall see) a form of affective connaturality. 

The distinction between intellectual i'ntui tion and 

mystical experience is not the distinction between the 

natural and supra-natural levels ol human knowing.' We have 

des~ribed revelation as a supra-natural disclo~ure communi-

, cable on the natur~l level. And on the natural level, there 

is a mode of kno~ing,which is not conceptual, and yet above 

the level of brute sensation. It is a natural, s 
. 

intuition. Supremely practical, it is the 

w)lich is a natural m.,S\de of human knowing,. 

between the natural and su-pta-natural levels of 
. . 

amounts to'the distinction betwee9 the active irig of 

human intellection from sensible being toward God and the 

nassive reception of the descending movement of God's 

closure of Himiel!. 



In this chapter our ~rlmary purp~s~ will be to ex

nlain ~aritain's understanding of affective connaturality 

as'mystical experience, although ~n order to,~la~ify the 
" 

di~tirl'ction between the natural and supra-natural leVels of. 

hUman knowing in Mari tain ',s realism, it i,s necessary t'o 

discuss Mari tain' s noti.on of the superanalogy of fai.th and 

theolo~ical ratiocination, as well as connaturality as'a 

natural mode qf human knowing. Only then wl11 w€ approach 

that form of affective connaturality (i.e. mystical exper

ience) which Maritain considers. tQ be th~ beginning'of man's 

beatific vision in his earthly existe~ce.2 

1. The Superanalogy of ' Faith 
I;l,nd 'l'heological Ratiocination 

Altho~gh fai~h (and it ls theological faith,· which . 

has GOd-in-Himself for its formal object, with which we are 
, , 

here" concerned) c.an move mountains, it begins, according 

to ~ari tain, by pres'enting its content (i. e. the knowledge 

by whicll· God la10ws Himself) in the most humbl,e array (1. e. 

the everyday +anguage of. men in communication ~ith each 

~ther). Because the pontent is supra-~atural, coming down 
r-..,. . . ~ 

to man th~~ugh, tne descending movement of God's disclosure 

" 211Eternal life begins here and now. It begins, here 
below and should grow unceasingly till the dissolution of 
the body 'in such a way as to 'realize by mystical. experience 
and infused con~emplation themselves, as far as possible Gn 
this earth, in the night of faith, ••• that possession 
of God to' which sanctifying grace is essentially ordained H 

(Mart tain, Degrees, p. 258). 
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of Himself (-i.e. revelation), it is al:?le to speaK: ,to man 

through a transformation of his everyday language. It'is 

the creat'ive touch of God H1mi:lf which enables ev~rYda~ 
language to reveal what the most accurate and profound 

metanhysician could 'never hope to uncover. 

67 ".", 

Marrtain argues that t~is transformation of the mundane 

by the creative touch of God employs analogy. Indeed, because 

,i t is an' analogy used by God Hir.ns'elf, Marl tain' feels plore 

comfortable with the term "superanalogy," as he writes in 

The Degrees, of Knowledge: 

~ 1et UB say it is a superanalogy.' The mode of con
ceiving and of s~gnifying is just,as deficient in it 
as in metaphysical analogy, but what is signified-
revealed, i.e., stripped of the veils proper to our, 
natural knowledge, but presented or shown under other I 

veils--is this time the deity as such, God as He sees 
Himself, and who gives Himself to us--obscurely and 
without our laying hands on him yet, since we do not' 

'see Him.3 ' . '. ",.~ 

In fact" the superanalogy of fai th is even more 

deficient than the analogy ~f metaphysics, for it employs 

notions which are not transcendental. The sup,eranalogy of 
" . 

'faith ·is God's transformation,of everyday language: , 

'In the Apostles' Creed itself do we not say 'and 
sitteth at, the right hand of -the Father'? .Thus~ 
~he' whole of poor human language is redeemed as it 
were by revelation: all ~he images of inspired 
Scripture, all the symbols of the Canticle' of' 
Canticles are brought in to bear witne~s to the 
uncreated Glory.4 , ' 

God communicates the knowledge He has of Himself to man 

3 . Ibid., p.' 242. - . , 4I-bid. t p. 243. 
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through the. common notions of father and son, husband and 

wife. God di8close~ Himself. to man through metaphors which 
. " 

are analogical. 

• According t~ Maritain, 90d's disclosure of Himself 

to man, although' essentially sunra-natural, comes to man in 

revelation through what is natural for: man, 1. e. through 

.the.superanalogy of faith; which ts a ~ransformation of 

manls everyday language. Theology (i.e. the theology which 

is based' on Godls essentially,supra-natural disclosure of 

Himself in revelation) also comes to.man through what is 
< 

natural for man. Indeed, in that it requires human reason, 

theology even utilises the ascending m'ov'ement of human. 

intel~ection. However, the ascending movement is, in this 

case, based upon the passive re'ception of revealed truths-

these, and not the principles arrived at through intellectua~ 

,effort, are the premises upon which the. edifice of theologi-

cal science' is built. •• 

The fundamental distinction between' what we are 

calling the natural and supra-natural lev~ls of human knowing 
, 

in Maritai~'g realism becomes c~~art when, in The Degrees ' 

of Knowledge, Maritain distinguishes three forms of wisdom 
.. 

(l.e. metaphysics, theology and mystical theolo~), of which 

only the first exists on the natural' level of human knowing. 5 

. For Maritain~ wisdom is n • • • a supreme kno~ledge, 

5See ibid., pp. 247-253. 
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having a unive-rsal object and judging things by first prin .. 

ciples. ~6 ", ,Metaphysics, the basis 'and final achievfnnent of 

which have been discussed in the two preceeding cha~ters, 

, is the very acme of the natural, intellectual potential of 

man, and the first form ~f wisdom which Maritain distingUishes. 

Indeed, Maritain argues tha~ metaphysics (culminating in the 

analog! cal 'ap-prehension of God, and therefore meri ting the 

Aristotelian appellation, ~l1atural theology") ~ngenders in 

man a profound natural year~ing for a ~irect glimpse of ,t~e 

world's. transcendent Cause, which it perceives 9nly as neces

sary in the analogical mirror of created effects. According 

to Marltain, this metaphysical yearning can only be ,satiS-

fied by the descending movement of God's disclosure of Himself. 
, , 

Theology (1. e. the theology which is bas~d ,o'n God t s 
, . ' 

r~velation) ~s the sec~nd form of wisdom 'which Maritain 

distingui,shes. Based on God's communication' of Himself to 

man through the 'superanalogy of fai th, theology exists on 

the supra-natural level of human knowing. Theology deduc

tively demonstrates (i.e. discloses through'ratiocination) 

what is to be concluded from divine principles as virtuallY 
. 

revealed. Theology, the first' principles of which are assented 

to in faith, has'God-in-Himaelf for its proper object, but 

actually employs a mode of knowing, which isodeductively 

de~onstrative (i.~. discursive and therefore in itself a mode 

6I 'bid. " p. 247. -. 
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which is natural for man) to attain its conclusions. 

The superanalogy of faith, although certainly beyond 

the ascending movement which is metaphysical analogy, keens 

man at a distance from God. Maritaiwargues that, even in 

man's earthly existence, the distance bet~een man and God 

which exists in the superanalogy of faith can be surmounted~ 

Under the tutorship of grace i theological faith can call 

man forth, beyond the superanalogy of faith, to the pro

gressive closing of the gap which exists between human nature 

and God-in-Himself: 

To become wisdom and contemplation, knowledge by 
P faith must, under a ~ivine grace of inspiration 

and illuminatlon--and yet always in a transluminous 
obscurity, which will remain as long as God is not 
seen in Himself-~progressively leave behind this 
from afar and at ~ distance. 7 

This brings us to mystical theology, the third form 

qf wi~dom which Maritain distinguishes. In mystical theology, 

not only is the· ,content supra-natu'ral, but the mode of 

knowing as we~l~ 

t • • above metaphysical wisdom there is theological 
wisdom. Above + t, "there ,ls infused wisdom wh,ich is , 
also called' mystical theology and which consists in 
knowing the essential~y gupernatu~al object of falth 
and theology--Dei ty as such--accordin§ t.p a mode, 
that is Buora-human and supernatural. 

The fundamental d~stinction between the natural and 
" 

supra-natural levels of' human knowing is the difference 

between their respect! ve sources of knowle'dge ~ The 'source 

7' 
~., p. 244. 8 Ibid., p. 253. 
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of knowledge on the natural level of human knowing is the 
\ 

sensible existent. The source of knowledge on the supra

n~tural level of human knowing is·God-in-Himself. ~e now 

turn to t4e various forms of connaturality which Maritain 

considers to be natural modes of human,~nowing. ;t is hoped 

that such an ex~osition will further the argument that the 

difference between the two levels of human knowing is the 

difference between their respective sources of knowledge, 

and not t~eir respective modes of ~nowingt by showing that 

just as there is a discursive mode of knowing (i.e. theo

logical ratiocination) operative on 'the 8~pra-natural level 

of human knowing there is an instinctual, non-object~ve 

or non-conceptual mode of kndwing operati:ve on the natural 

level. 

'2~ Connaturalitt as a Natural 
Mode of Human Knowing , 

In this thesis, knowledge by connaturality nenotes 

man's grasping of that reality which he is capable of attaining 

by nature. In other words, knowledge by connaturality 
, , 

indicates man's apprehension of certain realitieB,through 

an instinctual (one might wish to say inborn or even a' priori) 

disposition which enables him to do 80. 

Mari~ain recognises two distinct fields of knowle~ge 

by connaturality, one intellectual and the other' affective. 
, 

Intellectual connatur~lity denqtes th~ instinctual, non-

con~eptual grasp of reality by the intelxect alone. Affective 

.. 



connaturality, on the other hand, denotes the instinctual 

~rasn of reality by the intellect through the will. tn 

The Situation of Poetry, whic!'l he compiled in conju!:ction 

with Ralssa, and in his Redeeming the Time, Maritain dis

tinguishes two types of intellectual connaturality and 

three types of affective ~onnaturality.9 

One type of intellectual connaturality has already 

been discussed in the first chapter of this thesis. 10 It 

72 

is the connaturality which is the foundation of conceptuali

sation, and th~re i~ no need to repeat here what has already 

been said there about it. 

" The other type of intellectual connaturality, which 

can. also be affective, is, as Maritain writes, "a knowledge 

by either intellectual ur affective connaturality 'with 

reality as non~conceptualisable and at· the same time contem

nlated, in other words a~non-objectifiable in notions and 

yet aaa terminuB of objective union.,,11 When this type at 

connaturality is affective, it is the supr~-natural mystical 

experience of God. In so far as it is intellectual ~nd 

natural, this type of connaturality is, ac~ording to Maritain, 

9See M~ritain, Poetrr, pp. 65-67; and Redeeming the 
~, PP. 225-233. Also, .for other" enumerations of the three 
typ~8 of affective connaturallty, see Existence and the 
RXistent, P. 78; and The ~ange of Reason {New York: Charles 
Scribner'S Sons, .1952), pp. 22-29. " 

10See supra, pp. 32-33. 
11fw:arlta'in, Poet"ry, p. 66. 
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best exemplified by the immediate, non-conceptual presence 

of self to self. Maritain argues that the self naturally. 

experiences the self through i~s own operations in ~he 

phenomenal world. However, this apperception can be pushed, 

through a strenuous, ascetic effort going against the grain 

of nature, to a profoundly intimate. apprehension of,the self 
I 

by the self. Maritain insists that suc~ an apprehension, 

'alt~ough intellectual, is absplutely ineffable. In the 

absence of everything imaginable, this form of intellectual 
lb 

connaturality grasps reality (i.e. the very ~ of the 

self) in a: negati-ve way, "as non-objectifiable in notions 

and yet as a terminus of objective union." It does not 

attain any knowledge of essence, but rather a profound 

encounter with the concrete singularity of the self in its 

existential act. According to Maritairi, the yogic technique 
:::: I • . , 12/· 

of Hindu asceticism can lead to such an experience: 

In short, the id,ea I am proposing is that they 
~he Hindu ascetics} attain not at all the essence 

of their souls, but the 'existence thereof, the 
substantial 'esse i tsel!. ,And how do they do thl-s? 
rhey do it by drasti~ally purifying 'and pushing 

'-

12In his discussion of this ciccurrence, which for him 
may (as we shall see) lead to a natural mystical experience, 
Maritain does not really specify any ,particular dar{ana.~ It 
appe'ars that he purposely leaves the door open to various 
possibilities (he even mentions heterodox Buddhism ?-s a 
specimen of, natur"al mystical erperience.). He is convit:lced 
that the 'Curest forms of natural mysticism dominate India, ". 
and yet he admi ~s the inoevi tabili ty of a mixed experience 
(between natural and supra-natural mystical elements.), so 
that a truly pure specimen.is di,fficult to 'come by (see 
Maritain, Redeeming the Time, pp. 248-249). 
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, to the extreme lim! t that ordinary\ exp~rienc.e of 
the existence of myself 1;0 'which I 'h.ave alluded .• 
This ordinar~ experience, taking plac"e ~y .meam} of 
o;oerations and act's" usually .remains immersed in 
their phenomenal multipli~ity; and i~ remains { 
veiled because of this multiplioity. Now, on ~e 
contrary" risking .~verything to gain everything, . 
and thanks~to ass~duous exercise reversing the 
ordinary course ot ment~l activity, the soul , 
empties itself ·abfto~utely ,of every specific opera
tion and of all multiplicity, and knows negatively 
by m~ans of the fOid t ' and the annihilation of every 
act and of every! obj'ect of'thought coming from out
side--the soul kno~s negatively--but nakedly, with
out v~ils-':"thatrmetaphysical 'mar.vel,Q'that absQlute, 
that perfectioI]. of 'every a.ct and of every perfection, 
which is to exi'st, ,whic:Q is the soul's own substantial 

. existence. 1 3 I . 

According' . to Mari tain. this lmowledge" by. way of a 
" . 

type bf naturalf intellectua~.connaturaI1ty, qan engender a 

. riat.ur~ mystical eXperie?Ce •. In this way. God may be appre-

he~ded;ln Hi~: 'creat! ve, im~~I].Si ty or '!biqui t~. . Through .the 

negati~~purebension of the esse or act of existence of - - . 
·the self, '.the Act'of all acts may be apprehended~14 

.,J 

. . . 
• r 

13Mari ~ain', Redeeming the ~ime, 1>p. 241-242. 

~~"In the expeti"ence here analyzed, the.divine 
abso~ute is not, Himself, properly spe~kihg an object of 
possession. It is the substantial esse ot the soul wh~ch 
is the oQject of (n.egat.i,.ve) Pos&~ssion; and by this nega- :" 
ti ve experience of the self God is attainlfd ,at the Bame, .ti qje, 
w~thout anY dua~i~y of act, though attained indirectly. " 
God beingt the~, not known 'by His works,' that iB to say' 
by.HiB eff~cts as by things ,known beforehand and ~hich dis~ 
cursively make us pass to the knowledge of their cause, but 
God being known (1) by and in t~e ,substantial ~ of the 
soul, itself attained ~mmediately. and negatively by means • 
of the formal medium of the void;' (2) in: t,he negatl ve experi
ence itself of tha~ BubstAntial essa (jnst as the'~yer by one 
and the same act o£'know~ng, sees the ima~e, and in the 
image the ~igni~ied}--all this being the case," I think it l 

, :i8 permissible 'in su'ch -an instance to .. speak of a t contact I 
'$ij: 

J" 
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In patural my8~ical experi~ncet God is not appre

hended analogi~ally, f~r knowledge by connaturality is not 

arrived at-discursively. The natural mystical experience 

attains God, but God enveloped in the immediate experience 

of th'e self. - F~rth'ermore t Mari tain argues that knowledge 
--~- ...-:- (;-

ot the self 'through lntellectu~l connaturality, along with 

the natural mystical experience of G'od which it engenders, 
- -

75 ' 

is not based on ~he'passive reception of the descending move

m~nt of God's disclosure of Himself, but rather is the 

'a:chie,yement of an intell...ectual as,cending: 
" \ 

Coming at the end of a very long ascetic Drocess in ' 
which the intellect' more and more connaturalizes 
itself with silence and negation, it can happen 
that in certain instarices this aatuation finally' 
surges up after so sPQntaneous a fashion that it 
seems altogether a gi ft from',wi thou t and passively 
rec~i ve,d,; and that it can from the psychological 
point of view lose every active. and voluntary 
appearance.- Nevertheless t ,i t in reali ty finds its 
s:ource in an ascending movement which is fundamen
tally, active and ~n a supreme tension of the forces 
of th'e s'OuL 1,5 

with the absolute, and of an improperly 'immediate' experience 
(that is to say,. on~, wrapt up in the", very <;\c~ of the immedi- , 
ate experience of the se:lf) of God creator and author of 
nature" (ibid., np. 246-247, footnote 18). -' . 

15Ibid ., p~' 243. Als~ see by the' s~me author,' Sci ence ' 
and Wisdom, trans. by Bernard Wall ('London: Geoffrey Bles, 
1954), 'pp. 7-10. Although Maritpin is concet-ned here with 
a form of ,natural mysticism, he certainly does not wish to 
exclude the possibility of grace being operative in the 
non-Christian religious 'f!orld (see Degrees, pp. 272-27.7) .• 
However; acc~rding to Maritain, such an operation of grace 
can only be explained by stating tha~'t~ese n~n-Christiane, 
and even non-Catholic Christians, who receive tQe gra~e of 
God, are in fact reCipients of\the grace of Jesus Ohrist 
by, being invisibly. present In his visible Church, the Roman -
Catholic Church (see Maritain, On the Church of Christ: The 
Person of'the Church and Her Pe~sonnel, ~ran~. by Joseph-W. Evans 
{Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame PFess, 1973)" pp. ',00-108). 
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And again, as stated in the ~irst chapter of this , 

thesis concerning intuition in the views of Bergson, Heidegger 
. 16 and Marcel, any attempt to articulate philosophically the 

ineffable experienc~, is according to M~ritain, a fatal . 
mista.ke: 

And since therein is attained no content in the 
'essential' order', no *Uid, it is comprehensible 
that philosoEhic thoug t reflecting upbn such an , 
experience ~he natural mystical experienci] fatally, 
runs the danger of identifying In some measure one' 
absolute with the other, that absolute which is 
the m'irror and that which· 1 s perceived in the 
mi~ror. The same word tatman i designates the 

,humaq Self and the supreme ,Self. 17 

It is Maritain's position that the natural mystic 

(like Bergson, Heidegger and Marcel) remains a prisoner of 
" his own u'n~que, and indisputably valup.ble, experience! ' 

l Maritain argues that the natural mystic ha~ had ~ legitimate 

encounter with reality. However"he also argues t~at the 

natural mystic confines his attention to one of the concrete 

analogues of being (i ~ e. the ver;y ~ of the ,mystic himself)', 
.. "\ ~. 

~~nd for this reason does not ,attain the transcendental and 

analogi ca'l obj ect 'of -metaphysics (i. e. being-in'-i tse1f). 
. ' - ( 

I ,. 

In attempting to articulate philosophically his experience, 
oM r 

the natur~l mystic does so without the transcendental and 

analogical value of being-in-i tseli, 'and is therefore (like 

B~ergsont Heidegger, Marcel and any other -pbl10soPh'er who 
. , . 

fails to attain tpe, proper object 01 m~t~phYBic8)'at least 

de· ,. 
: 16See supra, pp. 39-40. .,J' 

1'Marl tain', .Rede~mlng the T,ime, pp. 247-248. 
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susceptible to the danger of ontological monism or phenom-
18 enalist pluralism. 

17 

T~rning t? the three types of affective conn~turality 

which Marit~in distinguishes, of ~~ich the first two dealt 

wi th here are' naturai and the third supra-natura.l, we note 

first,the type'which he consider~ td'be most prevalent. 
, ~ 

This type of affective connaturality does. not end in con-

templation, but rather in action. It is the instinctual 
. . 

tendency toward the performance ot a proper act •. Just as 

the truly competent wo,rkman knows his job from experience 
. 

in a way far more profound than mere technical training can 

foster, so true morali ty itself. is based upon an instinctual 

tendency toward the performance'of a good act (not depending 

uppn any c~de,. one instinctually tends toward .the accomplish

ment of good in th'e unique, exis·tential situation). We can 

call· this typ.e of affective connatural:~ ty prudential. 

T'he second type of affecti:ve connatural~ ty is the 

: ',non-objective g~asp of the reality of things as they are 

whirled about in the creative impulse of the per.ceivil}g . , 

subject. Tpis is the artistic connaturality of the poet. 
. . ~ 

~ Both lntetnal and external realities are grasped tn the . , 

i. 

moment of an emotive inclination to~ard expres~ion. Ind~ed, 

thi~ type of connaturality tends tow~rd action, but not an 

action determin~d by the moral bond of' mankind as a whole . 

18 . , See supra, pp. 40-44 • 
" . 
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or a job to be done, but rather an action which surges forth 
~ 

from the creative depth of a free subj ect, disclos'1.ng to the 

world what is s~ precious and uni~ue. Self express~on is . 
~ eI~ . 

the ~a: of the ~nternal and external knowledge which this 

type of affective ,connaturali ty atta~ns, ·as Mari tain wri tes, 

" • it does no~ have its goal ~nd its fruit'in itself, . . 
, it does not tend toward silence, it tends toward utterance . . 

ad extra, it has its 'goal and i ts fr~i t in an external work 

in which it objectifies itself and ;hi'ch it pr~duces.1t19 
The third 'type of affective connaturality, which 1s 

-
supra-natur~l, is that grasp of reality through contemplation 

which is not intellectual but affective. This type of 

affec~ive connatur~lity will be dealt with in the next 

s>ectlon of this chapter. At this 'stage it is necessary 

only to point out that there is a f~rm of natural, affective 
tI 

connaturali ty whi-dh Mari tain does not specifically inc1ude . 

in his enumeration of the various types of connaturality. 

This form of natural, affective connaturality enables a 

particular man to attain knowledge of the incon;cei,vable 

uniqueness, the personhood, of ,those sensible beings 

(especially other men) which populate the world. It is 
I . , . 

mentioned here t because, as ~ather' Si,ko'ra notes, this inte.r-· 

subjecti~e, affective connaturality is similar t6 bottr·the 
I • • . . ' 

~ecepti ~e sid~ ,of artistic connaturali ty and 'the supra-

19Mari tain, ,Redeeming the Time. p. 231. 

.. 
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r natural t affective connaturali ty, which is mystical exper

ience. 20 Artistic connaturality engenders knowledge of the 

self and things oth~r than the self, and if we concentrate 

on this non-conceptual awareness apart from ~he.creative 

su~ge toward.the production of a work of art, we have some

thing similar to knowledge by intersubjective, affecti~e 

connaturality. And revelation itself, through the super

analogy· of faith, offers man the self's'love for others , 
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·(i.e. intersubjective, affective connaturallty on the natural 
, ~ 

level of human knowing) as an image. of God's love faT man. 

In the love between father and son, husband a~q wife, shepherd . ' 

and flock, we experience something like the supra-natural, . , 

~fective connaturality which is th~ experi~nce of love , 

between God and man. 

" 3. Affective Gonnaturality·and·the Vision of God 
~ 

~Every form of affective connaturality yields knowledge 
, . .' .. 

by way -of an inc.1ination of the will. In other "Wrd.s, affec,:", 

ti ve connaturali ty does not yield knowledge be.cause 'something 
.. ' 

~ is non-~onceptually pres~nt to the intel~ect, but rather 
. ' 

because something 1s present to the will as t~e h~dden goal 

of desire. H~~ever, this does not, mean that t'he intel~e'ct 

goes to sleep-. If l.t did, Athere would be .no knowledge 

,through affecti ve conna~ural~ ty. On the cont~ary, the 

20Se~ Sikora, Christian Intellect, Pp. 87-88 .. 
i 

./ 
'. ' 
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intellect grasps, but p.recisely through an affectional. or 

emotional inclinat~on of the will. Maritain is quite ada-

mant on ~his pOint. In' The Range of Reason we ~ead~ , 

In this knQwledge tijrough union or inclina
tipn, connatural~ty or congeriial1ty, the intellect 

',is at plaY,not alone, b~t together with affective 
inclinati0n~ and the dispositions of the will, and 
is gUided and directed by them. I t is not,' rational 
knowledge, knowledge through' the conceptual, l'ogi-' 
cal and discursive ex~rcise of Reason. But it is 
really and genuinely knowterl.ge;-'though abs,cure and 
perha~s inoapable of giving account of itself, or . 
of be,ing translated into words. ~1 ' 

In ths form of affective connaturality which is 

mystical experience,. what oc'curs in the will is the loving 
, ,~ 

desir.e f.or God" and th:.e desire' itself is supra-natural. 

Corning down t~ ~an as part of God's.disciosure 6f ~imself, 

th1s supra-natural love ~s given to man by ,grace. It is 

.not artiven at, but rather passively received. One can 
I , 

(a~ we shall see)'remove obstacles to i~, b~t ahe c~nnot 
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thereby engender it. Supr'a-nat~ral, ,affective connaturality· 

rest~, according to Maritain, on the augmentation of that 

-
21 Mari 1:te.in, The 'Range of Reason, p; 23. . , 
We. also read, concerning the affective co~naturallty 

which is mystical, experience: . . 
It. , • charity, as it increases,.. transforms us in 
God~ ~hom it attains immediat~ly in Hims~lf, an~ 
since this increasingly perfect spiritualizqtion 
cannot be' achieved without its repercussions in 
knowledge, because spirit is-interior to itself, 
the Holy 3piFit uses this very loving transfor-

~mation in God, th~a supernat~ral conn~turality, . 
as the proper means to delectable and. pene+~a~ing 
knowledge wh.ich, in turn,' remlers the love of ' 
charity as possessive and fruttful as is.possible 
heTe beloW" (Marita1n. Dpgrees, p. 338): 

.' 
~t -
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theological faith into nwisdom and contemplation,n a 

transformat'io,n which engenders union wi th God: 

Because this love flows from faith whj, d'. 
alone, in its:superhuman obscurlt¥, u~ites our 
intellect to the abyss of.Deity, the supernatural 
Subsistent, we. must .affirm that faith, :1.e .. , living 
faith 'formed' by charity and enlightened by the 
-gifts ,ot: the Holy Spirit, ,i8 'the very principle 
of mystical experience, the sole tproximate- and 
propor~ionatet me~ng of divine union,22 

.Moulded'by the supra-natural love which comes from 

Lo,ve', and educated by' the Beven gifts of 'the Holy Spiri t 
, " 

',(Le. understanding, cbuneel~ wisdom, knowledge, 'piety, 
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.c~urage and fear ~f, ~he' Lord)! and not by the s~peranalogy 

of faith alone; tpeQlogical faith attains the p~rest appre-. 
, . 

hension of Gad .... in-Him8~lf wh.ich ,matt "is able to receive in . 

his e~rthly existence. Throug~ the augmentation of theo~o-. 
/l,. i cal, fai th by grace the' will 'recei ~e~ the' supra-natural 

)!.' . 

love whic~ ai8clos~s to the naturally deficient human intel-
• b • \ I 

~ect, in a: purer· way thandih ther9uperanalogy o.f faith, that 

moat precious and in-tim'ate knowledge which God has of Himsel~. 

Adequate' expli~a~i?p of how Mari tail} understands the 
, ' 

operation of yarfou,s theological elements in myatt-cal, exper-
, f '" • ~ 

lence lies beyond the' scope of this thesis. S~ch "an explica,-
, ' 

tton would involve an elaborate discUssion ~f the' three 
• • ~. • I" , 

, , 

theological vlrtue~ (i;e.' faith, .hope, a~d> charity·), the' 

'" 8ev~.n 'glfts of t~e }foly Sp~ri t, the.' not~on of th~ indwelling 

I _ 

22,Ib.id'., p. 339., AI.ao sOee supra" p. 70. 
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of the Persons of the Trinity, and Maritain's interpretation 

and extensive~s~ of St. Thomas Aquinas and the sixteenth 

century Spanis~ mlstic, St. John of the Cross. Wha~ 1s 

. important here', is to note that mystical experience is for 
" , 

,Mari,tain the' beginning of the vision of God on earth, i. e. 
, , 

the beatific vision which cUlminates in the vision of His 

esse'nCe in h~aven alone. 

Indeed, the ~owledge of God available through affec-
... 

ti ve connat~rali ty (and here we meC!-n preciaely what the, ' 

intellect grasps through the loving desire of the will) is 

so immed-iate ,tha~ Mar! tafn c0mpares supra-natural love to 

tne transparen~y which is, the f~n'mal s1,gn. 23 This knowledge 
, , 

.is mO,re obscure than the knowledge which comes to man t.hFough 

conceptualisation, and yet, it is the ptlrest knowledge o~ 

God-in-Himself ~hich man Qan have in his earthly existence. 

U'nlike natural,niystical e~perience, which attains God bnly-

as a consequence'of an encounte~ with.the self th~ouih~the 
, , 

void, supra':'natural mystical ~xperience attains·God-i'n-H.imself 
.. 

through the supra-natural gift pf love. However. the nega- . 
4 ' • 

~i ve .~ .. of eve~. supra-l1atura:l . m~stica.~ experience is 

(as w~ shall see) stressed by Ma~itain. 

23".' •.• ·.w.e 'woul'd 'say that infused love ~and the 
touches 'of connQ.tural1ty.of .which we have. been speaking are 
not of thems,el ves t forinal sign,s ~ , 'Or' pure in guo "s of under- . ' 
standing, as' th~ 'concept .is t· but that ,under. the 'illumina~ion ': 
pf .the Holy Ghost, tn.ey· find themsel v~s actually playing a '. 

. rolh qut,te comparable to th~t ~ a formal sign, .• ' • • It (JJ?!.!!., ," 
p. 261 t footnote 3,~. ., \ 

. . . , 
" 
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Besides the passive reception of Goq's disclosure 

of Himself, there is ,an active side to supra-natural mysticism 

as well. This is the removal of obstacles to th~ penetra-

tion of God's grace, and this negating "activity is inextricably 
, ,~ 

bound to the negative side of supra-natural. mystical exper-

ience. 'f'1aritaih's primary source .tn this area is St. John 

of the Cross, and we will approach this topic from an 
~ , 

ontological ·and ethical standpoint. 

, In the bond of love between God and man, emerging 
• 1) 

through mystical cb~templation, and culmincrting in the beatifi.c 

vision of 'eterni ty t the ontolo~ical distinctio.n between 

,the two remai~s. Maritain is convinced that God's greatest 

gift. to you or I is precisely you or I--that inexhaustible, 

I 'mysterious .co~e of subjectivi t~ t the .person who is. Accprding 

to Maiitain~ what' is accompliShed in the bond of love between 
• i • 

'I" • 

God and maIJ. is that the two become one, in.an undivIded act 

of loving.,24 

According to Maritain, the human person is indeed a 

wh~let ~ut an absolute given by' God not only to itself but· , 

to the soc~~ty of others like it as well. Now wha~ enables 

the sharing to take- place is ,'precisely the act of loving • . . 
'. ' 

Through loving', the person e'x~BtB' o,ntolog,ically for anoJher; 

and intentionally even ~ the other. However, in orde~ to ' 

atta.in the sup'rell\e height ot lovine;, . man' mustbe,come Bub-
o' • 

" '" -I . 
·24 6 See ibid •• pp~ 3 8-372. -.... . 
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missive to the grace of God. Man' must in fact enter into 
• 

communion wi th Him in order to love as He d'oes. Mar-i tain -

argues that we must ·be transformed, in ord~r to love God', . 
ourselves and others as He lov.es Himself, us and others like 

us. God loved man to the pOint of becoming nothing on the 

cross for him, and in turn man is called to do the same. . 

In order to approach 'Gorl, and through Him our neighbours, 
, , 

we must first become nothing~ we mus~ first die as He did. 

This is the great teaching of St. John of the Cross. And 

in the beginning'ofthis'transformation by'grace, man can 

do something also. I~ cooperation with the ~race of God,' 

~ ma~ can remove the obstacles to the oenetration of that 

grace. Everything must go! Eventually, acco~ding to St~ 

John of t~e Cross, even'the desire for ponsolation in mys

tical experience must be abandoned • 

jJ 

, 
\ 

.- ... 
"Nothing, nothing, nothing, nothing, nothingi this 

~ , ' 

is the path of St. John of the Cross. Understanding and ' -
co P "'"i 

repQset--not this, nor that •. Consolations and knowledge,-

'>not this, nor that. Glory aend enjoyment,--not th'is t nor that~ 

~N.o~thing. 

'~~ ,Upon the mountain, noth1n"g. "2~ 

~t\ the ~nd of~mant6 spir.i~al pilgrimaR~ the~e is 

nothing, b~'t,~ St. ~hn of the CroBB and Jacques'Mari'taln 

would tell u~ .exc4t LOYe. 
. .... - ","- . ~ '-",,-

, '. 
" 

I 

) . 
'. 

25 357. . Ibid., .p. ., - , , , . 
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The removal of obstacles to the penetration of God's 

grace does not only engender'the moral perfection of m~n, 

althpugh it certainly does accomplish that. The ne~ation 

of everything save God alone also engenders the intuiti~e 

grasp of God~in-Himself throug~ the ~ill'~ loving desire tor 

Him. In Dure natu~mystical eiperience (which Maritain 

admits' is' 'rarely if ev:;t, actuaHsed) GOd-in-H:mself is not 

. attained~ but only tne·reflection of God in what Marltain 

. 'refers to as the "mirror" which is the self. 26 In supra'

natu~al mystica~ experience. however, God gives Himself to 

man through lov~ (in a way which ~urpasses God's disqlosure 

of Himse+f tp man thro~gh the superanalogy of faith, and 

man's expans~on of that disclosure through the virtual 

revelatiofl arrived at by theo'logical science). 
<1' • 

In supra-
': 

, ., ~ 

natur::tl mystical experie.nce, the intellect does not directly 

apnrehend God'~ essen~e, as it will in the,yision.of the ... .. , . 
, , 

bl~ssed ~eyond man's earthly existence, but it nevertheless ,. . , . 
• 

apprehends God-in-Himself through the supra-natural gl ft t'of 
- ~ ~ . 

love 'which is part of God's 'disclosure of Himself to man. 

Such intuitiv\e kn'p.;/l,edge' by a form of affective connaturality' 

cannot be understood by the intell~c~, howe~er, and it 
". '. 

" 

remains non-:conceptual and incommunicabl,e on the natural 

l'evel of hl.lman kJlOwing: 
, 

" . ..,. co~templation itself is·a night wherein the: 

, ., 

26See supra., p. 76. 
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soul forgoes the use of di~tinct ideas and all 
formulated knowledge, passes beyond and above the 
human mode of concepts to undergo 'divine things 
in the infused light of Saith by'means of love 
and all the effects God produces in the soul 
united to Him by love. And this is, as Dionysiu~ 
says, like a ray of darkness jor the intellect.27 

" 
For Maritain there is no disparity between the com-

municable wisdom of St. Thomas Aquinas, whom he refers to 
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for this reason as the Doctor' of Light, and the incommunicable 

wisdom pf St. John of the Cross, whom Marltain refers to in 

this·context as the Doctor of Night. 28 Maritain notes that 

St. Thomas 
\ 

• • . distinguishes wi thin faith' the reall ty in 
wh.ich it terminates (namely, 'God Himself in the 
interiority of His essence, the same God who is 
seen by the blessed), and the mode of knowing 
(which is propo,rtloned to our nature and reveals 
this divine reality to us only'through the appear
arices of objects that are first att~i~ed by the 
concepts ,and names which are our natural means of 
knowing, and which God, through the ministry of 
His Church~ uses to tell us of Hims~lf in human 
language) • ~9 , 

God~ln-Himself is the object of the~logipal,faith, and for' 

this reason t~e third form 'of wisdom (i ~ e., mystical the~logy) 
, , 

completes t~e second form of wi sdom (·1. e. theologi~cal ratio-

cin~tlon based on revelation assente'd' to in ,fai th): 

Mystical theology's ~hole impetus and deBire is to 
grasp, by freeing itself.of the huma~ and i~perfect 
mode ~f multiple ideas, this same object, this same 
divine reality to ~hich the light of faith unites 
us by'using ~hese ideas as a m&ans proportionate to 

27Nari tal~, Degre'es, p. ??~. 
28 - '.. ' 

See· ibid., pp. 3tO-351~ 
~ I,ll 

29 5 Ibid., p. 32 • . -
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our nat~re. Thus contemplation on this earth is 
essentially knowledge by faith, since oply super
natural faith attains to divine reality in its 
proner life; and it' is knowledge 1"n a suura-human 
mode, wherein faith surpasses its natura~ mode 0f. 
knowing, beyond distinct ~deasf to ex~erience its 
object.' And how could this be done except by lov~. 
which inviscerates us ~ithin things divine and, 
itself becomes the light of k~owledge, in that 
uurely and ineffably spiritual aware~ess given by 
the,Holy Spirit acting through H~s gifts?'O 
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In this chapter we have seen that what distinguishes . ) 

the natural fro~ the' supra-natur,al level of, human knowing 

in the realism of Jac~ues Maritain, is the difference be~ween 
, ' 

their respective sources Qf knowledge. Whereas the source 
, .. "' ........ ~ -, 

~ , 

of knowledge on the na,tural level of human kno'Wing is -the 

sensible existent, on the supra-naturai level the source at 

knowledge is God~in-Him~elf. M~n cannot attain God-in-Himself 
, . 

through ascending int~llection. God~in-Himself, although 
, - \ 

never directly attained by man in his earthly existence, can ' 

n'evertheless be accept,ed by theological faith as, a £1;1 ft 
, ' 

bestowed on ma~ by God through God!s'aisclosure of Himself 

to man. T~is discloB~re takes place in revelatio~, where 

God communicates the knowledge He has of Himself to man' 
, • • I 

through the superanalogy of lai tho It'is upon this reveiation . 
~ •• of • " 

that theol~gical ratiociR~tion is based. God also discloses 

Himse-lf to, man (and in the .~ontext of this th~sis this is 

~hat is most important.)~through mys~ical experience, which 
, . 'r 
is, in his earthly existence, man's purest apprehension of 

30Ib id'. 

" 

,~ 



God-in-Himself. Mysti\cal experience is a form of affectl've 

connaturality, by which~the intellect intuitively grasps 

God-in-Himself through the will's loving desire for Him. 

: This d'eslre is planted 1n man by the grace of God, and 1 t 

engenders so pure an apprehension of,God-in-Himself, that 
, 

, Maritain compares it to the formal sign and speaks of it 

as the beginning of man's beatific vision in his earthly 

existence. .' 

. 
In this chapter we have also seen that Maritain is 

critical of any attempt to articulate philosophically the 

88 

'natural mystical experience, and that for him the ~upra

natural mystical, experfence 1 tse'lf is ineffable. Mari tain 

is· consistent in his criticism of any attem~t to construct 

~hilosophical~y upon an empirical foundation alone. In the 

following chapter we will be concerned with both metaphysics, 

and mysticism, in an attempt to .establish what Maritain is 
. 

trYin~ to accompli~h through this criticism. , .. '. 

" 

f' 



CHAPTER IV 

METAPH~SICS AND MYSTICISM 

In The Degrees of Knowledge, Mqritain capture£ what' 

he considers to be the proper motivation behind Our quest 

,'for knowledge, and he does so ~uccinctly, with nenetrating 

profundity and disarming simplicity: "What we need ia not 

truths'that serve us but a truth we may aerve.,,1 Although 

the human intellect is active on the natural level of'human 

knowing. such activity is comparable to the exertion of 

someone drawing water ,from a ~ell on a hot day, the thirst 

quenching draughts filling the retriever with an attitude 

of appreciat~on. For someone drawing water from a' well in 

the hot sun, the "construction of a sound bucke't and the 

possession of a sturdy coil of rope are' not about to engende~ 
'" . . ~ , 

pride ih the achievement of human technology.' Jacques a?d 

~ssa Maritain experien~ed the 6uffocatin~ heat of meta~ 

physical aridity, almost to the pOint of 'despair and death, 

and Jacques is unable to forgive modernity for wh~t.he sees 

as its 'failure to become ~ubmiss~ve and humble b~fo~e·reali~y. 
J He is unable to fo~gi ve t~e modern philoso.phe~s for failing 

to listen to tpe internal resounding of Bo~ethine from 
. ' 

\ 
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without, i.e. the reality which is the universe stretching 

beyond them and telling them through its intelligible value 

about the Source of all becoming. 

90 

'Maritain argues that man must submlt his intellect 

to reality, and ~t is Maritain's position that reality first 

manifests itself to the human intellect in empirical data 

on the level of sensation itself. Experience is co~patible 

with metaphysics and yice versa, for it is experience which 

iee~s the conveyor b,elt of abst~action. Even the supra

natural gift of mystical experience, an experience truly 

above the natural level of human knowing~nd not below it, 

is (although in an altogether diff~rent way than empirical 

data on the natural l~vel of human knowfng) compatible with 

metaphysics. And here we encounter thi inclusiveness of 

Maritain's realism. The two great levels,of human knowing, 
\ 

~' 
the natural and supra-natural, do not cancel each oth~r out.~ 

. A ~ 
J at as metaphyslcS-i~ the firm srasping of some~hing slippery 

~ 
, . ' 

nq unmanageab1e,in the world of common sen~e, mystical 

erience is the supra-natural satisfactlori of a metaphysical 

desire. The intel~ig1ble valu~ of what our senses experience 

leads us through common sense and met~physics to an analogical 

awareness of a greater Other. Yes, our appetite is thereb~ 
'"t' , ' 

aroused and our v~ry will desires to experienc~ this Other. 

Accord~ng to Maritain, not only does metaphysi9s 

inspire man to desire contact with the Cause of being, but 

God-in-Himself' (through His disclosure of Himself in revela-



c 

tion and in the intuitive knowledge,which is a consequence 

of mystical experience) acct~allY' aids the philosopher in , ~. 

his specific task. In this chapter we will, attempt to 

explain what Maritain is trying to ac~omplish through his 

criticism of any atte~pt to construct philosophically upon 
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an emuirical ,foundation alone; we will attempt to do this 

through an analysi~ of the compatibility between metaphysics, 

and mysticism.in Maritain's realism. We will concer~ our

s~lves first with metaphysics as an inspiration to the pesire 

for mystical expeaence t and then', in a discussion of Mari tain' s 

understanding of Christian philo~ophy, with the influence of 

God's dlsclosure of Himself upon the metaphysician.' 

~. Metanhysics as Inspiration 

Mari ta,in is. qui te willing t .. q acknowledge that meta

physics in itself beckons us toward the encounter whiph is 

far more real than any analogical apprehension through 

creatures alone. In fact, Maritain insis~s .on it: if 'met~ 
physic~ discovery does not leaq to the 'desire for something 

greater than the knowledge whfch can be gleaned from creatures, 

. it inevi tably abandons the will to the creature._ I t is not 

that experience in. itself is not profound, but that man· 
• . . 

must disting~~sh between the empiricism of tbe natural level 

'of human knowing, which he can in fac.t transcenq through 

the use of his reason, a~d the intuitive grasp of God-in

Himself on the supra-~atural level of human knowing, which 



far surpasses anything his reason can attain. Maritain 

argues that if man does not allow metaphysics to beckon 
, . 
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him toward an existential encounter With nod, through the 

loving desire for that encounter, then his desire wil} carry 

him toward the~bestial sensuality which is below man and 
<) , 

his reason: 

It is the problem of Faust. If human wisdom does 
not spill upwards into the love 'of God, i~ will 
fall downwards towards l'vlargueri te'. Mysti cal pos
session in Eterpal love of the Most Holy ~od, or 
physical possession, in the fleetingness of time, 
of a poor fleshly creat~re (for, great wizard a,s 
one may be, that is- where it all ends ':l'Q)--there 

"lie's the choice that cannot be avoided. 2 

HO~/ever, ·1 t is the task of metaphysics to awaken a 

yearning which can be satisfied only beyond metaphysics. 
t:JI • rl 

rl,.an must transc~nd metaphysics, for the wisdom attained 

through the loving embrace of G~d~in~Himself lies.f~r beyond 

the fruits of· discourse: 

We preach a different wisdom--scandal for the 
Jews, madness for the Greeks. This wisdom, far 
surpassing all human effort, a gift of deifying 
grace and free endowments ~f Uncr~ated Wisdom, has 
as its beginning the. mad love that Wisdom Itself· has 
for each.and all of us, and as its e~d, the union 
of spirit with it. Only Jesus crucifiea 8ives 
access to it~-the Mediator raised up between heaven 
and earth.3 . 

. Mari tain tells us that m,etaphysical, conceptualisat~on 

cannot attain the knowledge God haa of H~mself. The meta-

2Ibid., p. 7. 

( 

I , 
3Ibid • 

I 

.. 



physician can attain th~ Cause' of all becoming. but he 

cannot attain the God of Abraham. Isaac and Jacob. Only 
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the believers (including of course those believers who are 

also theologians)', can, and even they glimpse Him at first 

only from afar~ But theological faith can lead to something 

greater than what is communicable on the natural level of 

human knowing. Although not clashtng with metaphysical 

truth--and even tested by ~t, since it cannot be contrary 

to it--mystical experience is God's supra-natural giving 

of Himself to those who believe. 

Despite the apparent irony, we must conclude that 
., . 

Maritain is trying to avoi~ the use of intuition in meta-
,l .' " _ 

uhysics (i.e. empirical intuition)~ According to Maritain, 
• . ' .I 

even Bergson's encounter with duration, Heidegge~'s with 

. anguish and Marcel's wi th fidel,i ty are a:t best experimental 

preludes to the intellectual intuition of being. Maritain 

argues that the metaphysician must leave experience behind, 

and "embrace the purely thinkable world of abstraction and . . . 

conceptualisation. The ~etaphysician must.disco~er being 

as the transcend,ental value of those conc,rete analogues of , 
c" 

being which confront him sensually. The metaphysician must . " 

avoid both ontological monism and phenomenalist.pluralism,· 

and' he can do this o.nly through t~e' transcendental 'object 

of ~hought (i.e. belng-in-it~elf) which enables him to 
. . 

analogically apprehend that oth~rwise invisible world lyin~ 

beygnd the horizon of natural human ex~erience. 
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Distinguishing betwe'en God and ~reation, uncreated, 
I 
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B~ing and created being, Maritain argues'that there is indeed 

an intellectual intu~tion of'transce~dental being, but only 

through creat~d being. And here 'the ~eauty of a~alogy 

presents itself: uncreate~ Being, Go~-in-Himself is only ~ 

analogically related to the $ensible being which is alone 

connatural to the power of human knowing. I~ metaphysics, 

man moves from the oexperience of sensible -things to the 

intellectual intuition of the intelligiple'value of those 

things in so fa~ as they are. The metaphysician sees only' 

the sensible world, which he shares w.ith the man of common 
~ sense and the physicist,' and he ·intui ts only the intelligibl,e 

value .of that world in so far as it is, fo~mul~ting preci~e 

terminology wher~ co~~n sense remains v~~ue and physics aB~"~ 

a discipline heed not be concerned. ,By ;analogi'caliy indi- j 
, ., ~~ 

ca~ine: the c:a.~~e of b~~g, met~PhY~iCS i tS~lf in~Pire~ the ');, 

desire to transcend metappysics., '(I 
. We see ~hen one way. in which metaphysi·cs is after () 

all compati?le with mysticai experience in the realism' of 

Jacques Maritain, by ,instilling in'man the ~esire for'an 

existential encpunter with God-in-Himself, a desir~ which 

metaphysics in itself cannot possibly satiS,fy. ,Hari tain 

dletinguishea between rational and experiential kno~ledge 

.( i. e. between lmowledge arri v'ed. at by abstraction and con

ce~tualisation, on the one hand, and knowl~dge gleaned from 

the imme,diacy of an empirical encounter" 9n the other). 
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Precisely because metaphysics is a rational mode of .knowing, 

" it is able ~o attai~ that transcendental, and analogic~ 

purity which, by engendering an indirect .preh sion of 
the absolutely transcendent O~her, inspi es in rna the desire 

to tran~ce:nd metraphysics throu'gh a dir ct encount·er with 

this Other. Mari tain ,seeks to ,avoid hilosoohical CO'1struction 

upon ?n empiri~al foundation alone, ,b 

can never attain transcendence and an 

such construction' 

Reaso~ and 

exo.erience remain distinct (although m tual~Y'dependent) 

modes of attaining truth in Marltain' realism. Exuerience 

cannot be 'used to defeat, tb~ conclu~ons arrived' at ,by the 

leF,itimate process of intellectual abstTaction and co~ceo

tualisation. Even mysticc.l 'exp~rience, precisely because 
, ' 

it is a mode of krtowing different from reason, does not , 
OJ 

inv~lidate the work of the philosopher. Accordi~g to Marltain, 

a· problem arises only when the empirical and rational modes' 

become confused. 
<. 

We now turn to.Maritaint~ consideration of the influ-

ence of ~yetical experience (and in a broader context, to 

the influence of the .entirety, of God IS disclosu):-e of Himself , 

to man) upon the 'essentially r~tional life of th~ metaphysician. 

Indeed, we shall be conc9rned with ~he influence of the whol~ 

suo'ra-l'latural level of human knowing uoon the most exalted . , 
qu~st of huma!l intell,e.ct on the natural level of hu~an knowing .. 

It ie Maritain's'position that instead of invalidating the' 
~ ~ 

work of the philosophe~t mystical experience (as well as the . " . 
" 
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remainder of God's disclosure of Himself to man) can in 

fact aid the philosopher in his sp~ci!ic task. In this 

sense, in that it clearly establishes the universality of 

~all truth (i.e. that there can be no conflict between what 

the various modes of knowing apppehend as true») Maritain's 

realism is inclusive. 

, 2. Christian Philosoohy 
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If we are to locate the ultimate source of Maritain's 
, \ 

realism (the primary fou~ation up6~ which his realistic 
, 

mansion ~i t~ its two sto 'ies of \'niq e and decorative cham-
, \ ' , 

b~rs rest~) we IJIust not, 100 to' he e stential e·ncounter 
) . . . 

wi th the i'!l,ndane world stretching befo 

it is pre~selY this encounter whic~ engender ab6trac~ion, 
. '-- I c 

concep~ualisation and analogy), ,but rather we m~t after a11 

look t;~e eXi~ten'tial encounter wi th God-in-Himself through 

the In.carnation. 

This introduces a topic which in itself stretches 

beyond the scope of this thesis. It introduces Maritain's 

notion of Christian philoSophy.4 However, in view of th~

central importance of Christian philosophy in Maritain's 

thought, we must acknowledge it here. We must agree with 

Edward H. Flannery, when he writes in the foreword to his 

. 4See Ma~itain, ~A~n~E~s~s~a~'_' ~o~n~~~~~~~~~~L 
trans. by Edward H. Flannery 
Library, 1955)', pp. ix-xi, and pp. . . 

1 



English trans~~tion of ~aritain's An Essay'on Christian 

Philosophv, that, this work of Maritain',s is " •.. the key 
~ 
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which unlocks the doors leading to the interi?r of his'massive 

synthesis of modern Thomism, for it deal~ w~th the inner 

sprines of his thought or, we might say, with his philosoph- . 

ic~l 'founts'of revelation. ln5 And Flannery goes on to. 

direct u~ to this passag~ from Maritain's Science and ~lsdom: - . , 
• to') • 

".The more I ,think' about this problem of Christian philosophy 
, , 

the more 1 t" appears a central point of the, history of our 

time since the Renaissance: and probabl~ as the central 

point of the history of the age to come.,,6 

Indeed, the notion pf Chri~tian philosophy is a key 

one in the realism of Ja~ques Maritain. However, here it- is 

~ necessary only to point out ~is distinction between the 

nature and state of philosophy. Maritain argues that the 

nature of philosophy is rattQnal: it is of the essence of 

philosophy lo attain discursively those truths which are 

aVCl:ilable to the natural power of hu'Y~ knowf'ng. However, 

nature or essence in it~elf remains an abstraction, and in 

order for it tO,exist in concrete actuality it must possess 

a,n ind! vidual act. According to Nari tain, the actuation of : 
, 

philosophical nature takes place ~n the state or condition 

of phil?so~hY,,~hich is the embodiment of philosophical 

5 ' 
~., pp. yii-viii. 

6' 
~., p •. viii. 

{. 
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nature in a particular personality (i.e. ~he philosopher). 

Christian philosophy is simply the essence of phil

oso?hy operative in a Christian thinkerw Maritain admits 

that Christian philosophy can be either good or bad 

philosophy, but he argues that wnen it is good it ia very 

good, for we now encounter a man thinking well in the 

supra-natu.ral state of grace: 

• • • the Christian believes that grace chan~es 
man's state by elevating his nature to the su~er
natural plane and by divulging to him things 
which unaided reason would be unable to grasp. 
He also believes that if reason is to attain 
without admixture of error the highest truths 
that are naturally within its ken it requires 
assistance, either from within in the form of 
inner strengthening or from wi thout in th'e form' 
OI an. offering, of objective data; and he believes 

. that such assistance has in fact become so much an 
established part of -things under the New Law that 

- it has ushered in a new regimen for human intel-
ligence. 7 ~ 

And according to Maritain, because it is essentially phil

osophy, the worth of Christian Phil\sonhY can be determined 
\ . · 8 by the rules of reason alone • 
, 

. According to Maritain, metaphysics is Qompatible 

with mysticism, not only because metaphysics inspires a 

natural yearn,in.g -fo'!- an existential .encounter wi th the 

7 ~., pp. 17-18. 
-

8nThi8 regimen directly invol~es functions high~r 

) 

than philosophy, nevertheless" with Mr. Gilson, I think that 
-i t,s results are written in the pages of the history of 
philosophy itself. It is also my view .that purely ration?l 
norms emnower us to pass a value· judgment on these nhilosonhic 
results" '(llli.-, p. 18).. ' 
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Cause/of being but' because metaphysics itself can be infused 

with ~n) spirit of contemplative wisdom. The Christian 
I 

state of a philosophe,r can aid reason in its search for its 

own proper goals. Ma,ritain argues, for example, that the . . 
~ 

nhilosophical exploration of human nature is aided by the 

revelation of the Trinity, and that an indispensable con

tribution to ethics has been made by the disclosure of the 

fall and redemption of man. Maritain argues that philosophy 

is not to be confused with theology. And yet, he maintains 

that Christians cannot brush away the helpin~ hand of grace 
. , 

when it comes to their aid in solving purely philosoph~cal 
, . 

problems. Maritain contends that nb philosopher is=simply . 
a philosopher~-as if the nature of philosophy could avoid 

becoming concrete in a particular situation--and the Christian 

philosopher is for him an actua~ state of' philosouhy.~' , 
In The Peasqnt of the Garonne, Maritain states that 

it is impossible for a Christian to' be either a relativist 

or an idealist. Why? Because revelatJon itself .tells us 

that it is impossible. Concerning the impossibility of 

idealism, Maritaln re~ers to the same biblical texts9 he 

uses to show how, according to revelation, relativism i& 

imnossible: 
" , 

The truth of which these' texts speak, and 
whi~set8 us free, does it push us back into the 
inn~ ~rison where we supposedly w~uld be 'confined 

.in company With. the ideas of our mind? In fact, 

> 9Por exampl~: .1Jn 5:6 and 3: 19; 1Jn ;; '3 In 4 and 8; , 
Rom 1:18; 2 Thess 2:10 and 2:12; 1 Tim 2:4; 1 Cor 1;:6; Epb 4:24 
(for the entire list, s~e Maritain, Peasant, pp. 87-89) • . 



the truth of divine revelation'throws us to the 
heart of He who is"-and of what is. with an abso
lute violence which pulverizee,any claim to make 
our mind the ru1e of what it knows, or to make what 
it knows a uroduct of its own innate fo'rrne organ
lziQg phenom~na (or indeed, as is readily believed 
in our days, simply a phenom~non which makes sense 
fo~ us through our.experience of ourselves). The 
Bible and the Gospel radically exclude any kind of 
idea~ism in the philosophic sense 'of'the word. 10 
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Indeed, whatever Maritain tells us in his post Vatican 

II harangue, The Peasant of the Garonne, might be susceptible 

to criticism (though we must remember that accorning to what 
. 

Maritain himself tells us in the preface to this work, he 

is sneaking' to us here as a peasant rather than as a philo-

souher. a peasant whose expression of,the ,truth is sometimes 
o 

refreshing even if tactlessly expressed). However, as early 

as 1931, Naritain tells us that, precisely becaURe of their 

affecti ve contact wi th uncreatedt Truth, the :1nedieval uhilq

sonhers were able to attain such a lofty height of rational 

subtlety: 

•.. it was the Scholastic doctors who, by dis
tinguishing in most rigorous fashion -the order of 
knowledge from that of affectivity, by re~lating 
their thought excl y in accordance with the 
objective exigencies of being, taught Western civi-

. l~zation the value of tr th and w~at speculative , 
purity, or' chas' , ought to be--a comulete detach
ment from ever biological consideratio~ and all _ 
urging of the a petites, a sheer diSinterest, even 
in those concer which'man hdlds most sacred; Is 
'it not precisely for this too thorough speculative 
indifference to 8 bjective propenSities and· tastes\ 
for its too pu~e bjectivi~y, that-~any thinkers ) 
'cannot 8~e ~it to forgive Thomism?, I~ was the \ 
devotion of the Ch stian era to the Xncarnate T~h 

• 

1 OIbfd. , 8-99. 
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which enabled the intelligence to rise to the 
superior level of purity which was to serve acience 
itself so well when it came to work out its owrt 
distinctive methods. The medie~al intelligence was. 
as it were, infatuated with objectivity by the very 
fact that it was fixed on a superhuman object.11 - , 
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We are now 'in a position to'determtne what Maritain 

is trying to accomplish. ' He is trying to expound a realism, , , 

'~hich he considers to be the continuation of what'St~ Thomas 
1 ' 

Aquinas began in the thirteenth century, 2 where the flowers 
.~ 

of every exp'eriential and ration¥ growth are allowed to 

bloom, where the rich contributions of empirical science 

and metaphysics, "On the one hand, and theology and mys'tical . ' . 
e~perience, on the other, are allowed to remain unique and 

yet grow togeth~r in a single gar~en of truth. It is a 
i . 

re~lism which respects the distincti9n between two levels 

of human knowing, one natur,al and the other supra-natural,. 
, ..} . , 

one achieved and the other received, while ac~nowledging 

\ their compatibility,. It is \a. realism which allows God to 

remain t~e God of Abraham, I~ac and Jacob, the fully tran

scendent Other Who is known by man through His disclosure of -

Himself alone, and a r~alism"in which God's disclosure of 

~imself completes an edifice of humatt endeavour.13' 

, 11Maritain, An"Essay on Christian Philos?phy, ~~. 47-48. 

12For Nari tain' s 'apprec'iation of' St. Tho¥has see Mari tain, 
St~ Thomas A ~inas: An el of,t e Schools, trans. by J. F. 

canlon ondo~: ~need & War , 1~48 • 

, 1~ie note thAt in the realism' of Jacques Marit~in, the 
most practical thirst for justice in tpe political arena 
~oes hand" in hand with more abstract realisations (i.e. ~the 
objects of thought operative in t~e scientific disciplines). 
And thi~ al~o stems f;om the exl'~tential encounter with God-

,II 
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In his criticism of any attempt to cons~uct nhil

osonhically upon an empirica~'foundation alone, Maritain 

shows that he is unwilling either to submit reason en~irely 
b 

(althoug~ he does maintain that human rationality is based .... . 
upon experience) to th~ exigencies of experience or to dis-

tort the mystery of ineffable experience with the de~and8 of 

reason. Maritain wishes to' avoid what he perceives as the 

errors of ontological monism and phenomenalist pluralism, 

and he feels that the only 'way to acco,mplish this is by 

respecting the distinction between expirience and reason, 

on t~e one hand, and between the natUral and supra-natural 

levels of human knOWing, on the other. 

Maritain also argues, how~ver, that experience on 

the natural level 'of human know~ng, empirical SCience, the 

intellectual intuition of being and metaphysics are mutually 

comnatlble. Maritain contends that they are aleo compatible 

with revelation, theological science, mystical exnerience 
. 

and even ,the vision of the blessed on the supra-natural 

level of human knowing. 

According to Marltain, there are essentially differ

ent modes of attaining truth; but 'he also argues that all 

truth indicate~ its Source (i.e. God Who is Truth). For 

i 

in-Himself through th'e Incarnation: because Truth died for' 
man on the cross, man cannot turn his back on 80 many images ~ 
of ~ruth, so many wonderful persons actualLy existin~, who 
f~il to achieve recogni~ion in an age which has geased to adore • 

.r 



Maritain there.can be no contradiction between what exper

ience and reason achieve on the natural level of human 
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knowing, and what faith and experience receive on the supra

natural level of human knowing., Maritain argues that there 

is no contradiction between what ~he intellectual intuition 

of being enables man to attain analogically through the use 

of his reason, and what mys~ical, experie~ce enables man to 

attain as a gift through faith. According to Maritain, 

both the pinnacle of wisdom achieved on the natural level 

of human knowing and the greatest gift of wi,sdom received 

on the supra-natural level of human knowing, foc~s on the 

absolutely transpendent Other Whom men call God. 

In this chapter ~e have seen how Maritain con~iders 

metaphysics'to be compatible with mysticism. Metaphysics . ,,~ 

inspires a longlng for mystical experience, and both .revela

tion and the infused wis~om of contemplation (i.'e. the intui .. 
, , 

tive knowledge which co~es through the supra-natural gift of 

affective connaturality with God-in-Himself) can aid the .. . 
metaphysician in his specific ~ask. In a broader context, 

this has enabled us to see how Marita.fn considers the natural' 

l.evel of human knowing to 'be compatible with the supra-natural 
I 

level of human knowing. We have seen how, in trying to avoid 

what he perceives as the failure to distinguish between 
\ 14 

essentia~ly different modes of attaining tru~h or reality, 

14We must remembe~ that in the T~omi~m of Maritain, 

j 
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~aritain attempts to accomplish the unity of human know

ledge. 

/ 
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one, true and good, as transcendentals themselves, aFe 
wrapped up "in the transcendental, being-in-itself (see supra, 
p. ·~8i. And,we,must remember that this transcendental ensemble 
is abstracted from an actual exi~tent in so far as it,is. In 
other 'words, the transcendentals are convertible with each 
other, and with what ac'tually is (i. e. rea i ty), although 
only in so far as it is (i.e. the, transcendentals are n9t ' 
convertible with the specific ess~nce of an actual existent). 
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, CONCLUSION 

We conclude that the imnortance of intellectual 

intuition and mystical experie~ce (and here we are concerned 
, ' 

sofely with supra-natural mystical experience) in the realism 

of ' Jacques Maritain, is that they enable hi~ to avoid a 
~ 

purely empirical foundation in philosophy, while at the 

same time enabling him to accomnlish the unityoof huma~. 

knowl.edge. Every intelle'ctual intuition, which i$ an intel

lectual grasping through a concept, allows human intelligence 

to rJ,se above the sensual level. We see this most clearly, 
./ " ' 

however, ~n the intellectual intuition of being, where 

intuiti~n and intelligence (i.e. the process of abstraction 

and concept formation) harmoniously disclose being in its 

transcendental and analogical purity. It is the intellectual 

intui tion o,f being, precisely because.1 t is the ap'Drehension 

of 'a ourely immaterial or thinkable value, which enables 

Maritain to proceed toward the analogica+ apprehension of 

the absolutely t~anscendent God. And it is sU'Dra-natural 

mystical experience, because it 'is--lik~ revelat~on--confined 

to the supra-natur~ level of, human ~nowing, which enables 

Maritain to argue for the unity of human knowledge. Why 

is this s07 This is eo, because by confining mystical exper-
~ 

~ence to the realm of the supra-natu~al, i.e. not allowing 

it to be available on the natural level of human knowin~, 
, . 
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there is no contradictio~ between what the intelleotual 

intui tion of being enables man to atta·in analogically 

through reason, a~d what mystical experience e~ables man' 
. 'tr 

to attain as a gift through fait~, i.e. the absolutely 

transcendent God Who. is known both analogically and as a 
''I • 

gift. 

w~ discern two.problemati~ notions in Maritain's . 
. 

realism: ,the first is his notion of the conceivability 
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of ~, which enables him'to speak about possible existence 

in metaphysics; and the second iS~ h~s notion of natural l. 
mystical experience.. Indeed, we are not claiming an alle-

giance either to Maritain's position concerning these two 

notions, or to the criticism of,tnem which is to follow; 
. . 

we are merely raising.questions in order to establish a 

basis for 'further research. 

According to Maritain, the human pr~ss of intellec

tual abstract.ion emerges, ~s the disclosure of intelli~ible 

values inherent in ac:ually existent things. However, 

because these in~elligible values are attained through 

conceptualisation as abstractions, they may be merely Dossible 

(i. e. not related, in any immedl~te way ,tc? an actual existent, 

'~lthough having had theLr origin in an intellectual intui-
. ,. 

tion of the intelli.gi ble value of an actual existent). 
t* . . ' 

And because Maritain does not hesitate tq sneak about the 

abstraction and conceptualisation of esse, the very act of 

existence it!elf (althoug~ never called an essence) is 

, , . 
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nevertheless discussed by him in a fashion similar to his 

treatmen~ of essence: 

There is a concept of existence. In this 
concept, existence is taken ut significata, as 
signified to the mind after' the fashion of an essence, 
although it is not an essence. But metaphysics does 
not treat of the concept of existence; no science 
stops at the concept; all sciences proceed throu$ 

-, it to reality. Lt is not of the concept of exis
tence, it 1s of exi~tence itself that the science 
of being treats. And when l,t treats of existence 
(it always treats of it, at least in some fashion) 
the concept of which it makes use does not display 
to it an essence but, as Etienne Gilson puts it, 
that which has for 'its essence not to be an essence. 
There is analogy, ~ot univocity, between such a " 
concept and the concepts of which the other sciences 
make use. They use their concepts in order to 
know the realities signified by those concepts; 
but'those realities are essences. Metaphysics 
uses the concept,of existence in order to know a 
reality which is not an esse~ce, but is the very 
act of existing. 1 

(. . 

. Indeed, 'w,e must never allow ourselves to forget 
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that for Mari tai~ "metaphysics uses the ,conceP&of exis.:tence 

in order to ~now a reality which is not an ess nce, but is' 
, . ' 

the very act ,of existing. II And neither must we forf!et th5lt" 

for Mari tain e,very j.udgment is ultimately 'resolved in the 

apprehension, of an actual existent ,through the' organs of 
2 . , 

senae. Nevettheless, his notion of the corrceBt of esse, 
. . 

enables him to speak about abstr.act and merely possible 

existen'ce. It is his notion of the 'concept of esse which 
. ------=-" ' 

enables Maritain ,t that exi~tence and essence together 

" 

1Maritain, istence and the Existent, p. 43. 

'2See SUDra, pp; 37-38: 

/ 
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make, up the same analogous ?on~ept of being; ~e feel that 

. it is this assertion of his which has justified our use .-of 

t~e term "being-in-:-i tself, It to refer to b.oth ~ and ~ 

(in their fully abstract and transcendental dimensiori) as 

the specific object of metaphysics.' In view of this, there 

does appear to be a confusion between essence and existence 

in Maritain's realism, and we acknowledge the legitimacy 

of Sister Helen James John's criticiam of what she refers 

to as the "essentialism" of Maritain's Position. 4 But if 

the act of exist·ence is not an abstraction, how then is 

the metanhysician able to rise above empiricism and attain 

a purely thinkatie or immaterial certitude? 
, , 

Gilson offers a solution in his Being and Some 

Philosopheps, where he states that the'act bf exist~nce is 

not an abstraction; AC'cording to Gilson, there simply is 

no concept of ~, and he is even willing to accept Kant's 

assertion that the concept of the real contains nothing 

more than the concept of the possible: 

It is not enough to say that being is conceiv.able 
apart trom eXistence; in a certai~1Sense it ,must be 
said that being is always conceived"'by us apart 
from' existence, for the very' simple reason that 
existence itself cannot possibly be conceived; 
The natur~ of this paradoxrca~ ~act has been 
admirably d~scribed by Kant in the famous passa~e 
of his 'Critique of Pure Reason wh~ch deals with 
the so-callea ontological proo~ of· the existence 
Qf God: 'Being,' Kant says, 'is evidently not a 

3See supra, ~p. 35-38. 

4See ~~hn, The Thomist spectru;j pp. 19-21. . 

-
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real predicate. or a concept of something that can 
be added to the concept of ' a thing.' In this text, 
in w4ich being obviously means to be, Kant wants us 
to understand that there is no difference whatsoever 
between the conceptual content of our notion of a 
thing conceived as existing and the conce~tual con- , 
tent of our

n 

notion 'of identically the same thing, 
not conceived as existing. Now, if the 'to be' of 
a thing could be conceived apart from that which 
exists, it shou~d be represent~d in our mind by 
some note distinct from the'concept'of, the thing 
i t,self. Added to our concept of any one thin~, 
such a note would make it represe~t that thing 
plus existen~e, whereas, subtracted ,from' it,. 
this note would make our concept represent the 
same thing, minus existence. In point of fac~, 
it is not 60. There is nothing we can add to a 
concept in order to make it represent its object 
as existing; what happens if we add anything to 
it is that it represents something else. Such is 
the meaning of Kant's assertion, that the concept 
of 'the real. does not contain more than the conce'P,t 
of the possible. If we mentally add a cent to the 
concept of <a hundred dollars, we wilY turn. it into 
the concent' of another sum of money, namely-, a hun
dred dollars. and one cent; on the contrary, let us' 

. analyze the co~cept of a hundred possible dollars 
and a hundred real dollars: they are identically 
the ,same, namely, the concent of a hundred dollars •. 
In Kant's own words: fBy whatever and by however 
many ~redicates I. may think a thing (even in com
pl~tely determining it) nothing is'really added to 
it, if I add that the thing exists. t In short, 
actual existence cannot be represented by, nor in, 
a conceot.5 
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For Gilson, metaphysics is able to rise above'empiri

cism, precise~y because~certitude comes through, the intel

lectual act of judgment: 

To judge is precisely'to say that what a 
concept expre8~e6 actually is either a being or the 

, determination of a certain being. Jtld~entB always 

Canada: 
pp. 3-4. 

5Etienne Gilson, Being and Some Phllosonhers (Toront~, 
Po~~ifical Institute of Mediaeval Studtes, 1952), 

<> 



affirm that certain conceived essences are in a 
st~te of union ~ith, or of separation from, exis
tence. Judgments unite in the mind what is united 
in reality, or they separate in the mind what is, 
senarated in reality. And'what is thus united ur 
separated is always ~xistence, either how it is, 
or that it is. In this last case, which is that 
of ~judgment -of existence, my mental act exactly 
answers the existential act'of the known thing. 
Let us, rather,. say that such a judgment intel
lectually reiterates an actual act of existing. 'If 
I say that x is, the essence of ~ exercises through 
my judgment the same act of existing ~hich it' exer
cises in!. If I say that x is not,-I mentally sep
arate the, essence of ~ from actual existence, because 
existence does not actually belong to x. This is 
why, while abstraction can correctly conceive apart 
what is really one, judgment cannot separate what is 
one in reality. I t cannot do it, at ,l~ast 'in this 
sense that, when it does, it betrays. its 'own function 
and defeats, its own purpose. In other words, whereas 
.abstraction is there 'provisorily t'o take parts out 
pf th'eir whole, judgment is there' to integrate or to· 
reintegrate.'those same parts into their wholes. 
True judgments ~re normal j'udgments, and judgments 
are normal when they unite what is actually united 
or when they separate what is actually separated. 6 
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Through the intellectual aC,t o'f judgment (as opposed 

to the intellectual act of abstraction) gilson seeks to 
o 

establish hi~ Thomist,ic existentialism. Like Mari tain IS 

Thomistic existentialism, Gilson's'is wrapped UP in the 

life of the intellect and the d~scernment of essences, 

although according to Gilson ' s position, the act of exis-
, , 

tence is always apprehended in (i.e. never abstracted from) 

an actual existent •. Like Maritain, Gilson argues that exis-
• 

tence and essence are in fact inseparable; but for Gilson 

the tendency is deciaively toward what we might call the 

6 Ibid., p. 203. 
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"existentialising" of essence, as oppose,d tq the "essentialising" 
" ... 

of existence, Wh1Ch appears to be the case with Maritain. 

Although Gilson acknowledges the abstraction of ess~ntia, 
09 

he speaks of this process as a temporary disjunction of the 

concrete act.? 

We are pToposing that Maritain, in speaking about 

the conceptualisati~n of~, appears to be leaning~toward 

essentialism, ,which allows him to,cons~der merely possible 

existence in the science of metaphysics. We feel that 

Maritain thereby endangers the Thomistic existentialism , 

which he espouses. We ask, then, if the~e is no conceptualisa

tion of the act of existence, how is the meta~hysici~n able 

to rise above experience and attain an intellec,tual certi tude? 

In his Being and Some Philosonhers, Gilsontanswers that we 

attain intellectual certitude in the intellectual act of 

judging. Indeed '" Gilson himself certainly does not abandon 

the notion of an intellectual intuition of being;8, out it 

anpears to be the case" that by c.onfining tl}e intellectual 

articulation of "~. to the human act of judging the particu

lar, concrete reality to be (as he does in his Being and Some 

Philosonhers) Gilso~is decisively more existential than 

Mari tain. 

7S'ee llli. ~ pp. 203-204. 

8For a brief exposi~ion and critical appraisal of 
Gilson's understanding of the intellectual intuition of ~eingi 
see Bernard Lonergan, -Metaphysics as Horizon," in Collection: 
PaDers b 'Bernard 'Loner an ~ J., ed. by F. E. Crowe, S.J. 
~ew"York: Herder and Herder, 967), Pp. 202-220. 
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We also note that Maritain's notion of natural mys

tical experience presents us with a problem. It i:3 a problem 

which is intimately connected with" his notion of connaturality. 

If nothing can be experienced or knowfl by man unless it is 

, connatural to him in one way or another (and this does 

appear to be Marltaln's position), then how can man have a 

direct experience or knowledge of " God without that grace 

which (again, according to Maritain) alone enables him to 
, . 

become connatu~al to God? Indeed, Maritain states that the . 
natural mystical experience is "imp~operly" immediate or 

direct,9 but why then does he insist upon calling it mystical 
, 

experience (which is purported to be a direct encounter with 

God)? Is not the natural mystical experience ~fter 'all 

merely a Dseudo-mystical experience? Perhaps the evidence 

of mystical experience properly so cal1.ed, in the various 

religious communities of I~dia, is too overwhelming for 

Maritain to simply dismiss as counterfeit, and yet he is 

cau"tious lest he spread t~e· operati,on of God I s grace too 

thin. Although Maritain himself acknowledges that there . , 

is a "mixture" of natural ana su-pra-na'tural elements in 

10 mystical experience, we feel that it m~ght be possible to 

extend the reco~nition of God's disclosure of Himself to 

9 See supra, pp. 74-75, rootnote 14. 
10See supra, p. 73, footnote 12. 
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include what Marita~n attempts 

somehow natural enc~unter with 
. \ 

to define as a valid but 

God. 11 

(' 
• 

l. , ... -

\ 

11We no~e that such.a recognit~on would not neces
sarily exclude Maritain'a con~ention that everx reception 
of· God.' s grace come,s from Jeaus. Chris1: through ~he Roman 
Catholic Church ( see supra, p. 75, foot~ote 15). 
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